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1 Introduction 

The emergence of Internet-Commerce has completely changed the nature of tra-

ditional delivering [BIE15]. Due to the increasing importance of the CEP-

services (Courier, Express and Parcel), the method of sorting parcel becomes 

more important for the feasibility of a stable supply chain in this logistic branch. 

The global CEP-market is growing, e.g., in 2014 there were in Germany 4.5% 

more express consignments (four out of five shipments are parcels) and the rev-

enue increased by 3.6% compared with the previous year [BIE15]. 

 

1.1 Consideration of the Research Field 

The task of this master thesis is an experimental investigation of the motion 

behaviour of parcels during the singulation procedure. A parcel passes generally 

through five steps in a distribution centres [JtH05]: 

 

1. Feeding area 

2. Preparation area 

3. Identification 

4. Sortation system 

5. Discharging area 

 

Especially the first two steps of this process chain represent possible bottlenecks 

because the relatively slow manual unloading of a transport vehicle (e.g. con-

tainer) including the single sortation of the parcels beats the cost-intensive au-

tomation of the further process steps [FWJ13]. Figure 1 exhibits all five func-

tional parts of a distribution centre [FWL+15]. Singulation occurs mainly in the 

first two areas, which contain the unloading of containers and the preparation of 

parcels for identification. 
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Figure 1: Processes in distribution centres [FWL+15] 

 

Possible approaches for mechanical parcel singulation represent dynamic forces 

like drops, tosses, or kicks. These singulation methods are basically generated 

by mechanical working principles like velocity changes or level differences 

whereby a bulk of parcels falls from an upper conveyor belt via a fall height on a 

lower positioned conveyor belt. For avoiding unnecessary expenses in the devel-

opment process of conveying equipment ([HÄF98], [FWL+15]), it requires the 

application of an appropriate simulation tool for the examination of new singu-

lation approaches that meet the objective of increasing throughputs in distribu-

tion centres. DEM-based simulation tools meet many requirements for the im-

plementation of such singulation mechanisms. If a large volume of parcels is 

jammed and dammed into a bulk on a conveyor belt, there act a lot of contact 

forces between the working surfaces of parcels ([CRR+14]; [FWJ13]). Therefore, 

it is essential to build a real test scenario for measuring experimental data that 

helps to validate and verify the quality of the implemented simulation model. 

The collected data helps to describe the motion behaviour of parcels during sin-

gulation procedure. 

For the evaluation of a simulation model, it requires the definition of a conven-

ient quality characteristic that analyses the whole mechanism regarding its 

main influencing factors (e.g. damping, friction, etc.). The statistical tool Design 

of Experiments (DoE) provides for the influencing factors appropriate evaluation 

criteria and a set of quantitative and qualitative indicators that help achieving 

quality objectives. With this kind of sensitivity analysis it is possible to set the 

value ranges for each influencing factor in the simulation in a proper manner 

that the deviations between outputs from simulation and experimental tested 
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measures fit together. The successful implementation of an applicable singula-

tion model should prove, if parcel movements during the singulation procedure 

can be mapped by the help of simulation. In order to take full advantage of this 

simulation based approach, it should be possible to meet the increasing re-

quirements in the parcel industry and to satisfy the rising consumer demand. 

The requirements of faster delivery times or increased volume handling regard-

ing seasonal peaks, all impact the material flow layout in parcel-and postal-

facilities [BIE15]. Parcel singulation into a single-filed flow with defined gaps in 

between is an important process within material handling systems and it is cru-

cial in throughput optimization [INT15]. Current systems contain large systems 

of roller or belt conveyors, deflecting elements, chutes and recirculation lines, all 

of them reduce valuable floor space, increase noise and require high work input 

[SIE09]. That causes big effort and leads to an enormous potential for develop-

ment regarding cost effectiveness and work simplification [SIE13]. 

Today modern and big CEP-services do still use not or partly automated sorta-

tion systems because of the high investment costs by a coinstantaneous low de-

gree of utilisation. To fit a small time slot even in high load periods, it is neces-

sary to install sortation systems with a high sortation rate. This high efficiency 

of the sortation device is needed a few hours a day, the remaining time the 

sortation system is working in partial load or shut down of production [JtH05]. 

Dirk Jodin and Michael ten Hompel compiled in Figure 2 the most important 

breakthroughs in sorting technology from manual sorting up to automatized 

singulation of nearly 30,000 piece goods per hour [JtH05]. 
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Figure 2: Development of sortation capacity [JtH05] 

 

The criteria of demarcation for Courier-, Express- and Parcel-services (CEP) in-

clude the weight and volume of shipments, the pace of the goods traffic and the 

offered services. The following three sub-points give a closer look in the spheres 

of activities from the different services. 

 

Courier 

A courier service (also called courier or messenger) transports the shipment per-

sonally and directly from sender to recipient. The crucial features to distinguish 

this type of service with respect to the express and parcel services are the per-

manent monitoring of the postal item and the individual transport design, which 

ensures a special safety in the transport chain. Apart from a variety of individu-

al entrepreneurs, it is necessary to involve switching centres in this segment. 

They have the task to transfer the shipments to affiliates. Personally escorted 

transport can be found both in the national well as international traffic. For ex-

ample, the German Railways offers a courier service whereby a train guard ac-

cepts, supervises and hands over a courier delivery [JtH05]. 
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Express 

In contrast to courier services, express consignments are transported via a 

sortation centre to the receiver. Regarding collective transports, an essential 

feature of express services is the accelerated transport with binding delivery 

times. Express shipments differ from freight forwarding services by promised 

short source-target duration. The large express delivers companies are just as 

highly automated as parcel services, but they transport also larger piece goods 

up to full loads, typical express services in Germany are “Overnight-” and “In-

night- transports” [JtH05]. Vanderlande Industries classified in Table 1 their 

express distribution centres by the material flow in the network nodes [VAN15]. 

 

Table 1: Classification of express distribution centres by Vanderlande [VAN15] 

Abbreviation Quantity Unit 

S <2,500 

[express consignments/hour] 

 

[#/h] 

M 2,500-8,000 

L 8,000-14,000 

XL 14,000-30,000 

XXL >30,000 

 

Parcel 

Parcel services are system relevant service providers that work with a high level 

of standardization. Regarding to predefine operation steps the parcel cycle from 

sender to recipient takes usually a little bit longer than for express services and 

the transported parcels are restricted according size (1.75m) and weight 

(31.5kg). The cycle time can often derived from national road and rail traffic 

that means the recipient receives the parcel predominantly on the following 

working day, The typical sequence and material flow for this industry can be 

shown  in Figure 3 with the example of the company “Deutsche Paket Dienst” 

(DPD) [JtH05]. 

The parcels will be picked up usually between 12 a.m. and 5 p.m. at the custom-

er, than follows the sortation process (2 p.m.-8 a.m.) in the dispatch depots. The 

majority (70%) of the parcels are sent directly to the recipient depots and 30% 
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are sorted again (8 p.m.-6 a.m.) in so called HUB (German: Hauptumschlagsba-

sis~ cargo hub). Afterwards (5 a.m.- 8 a.m.) follows the distribution of the par-

cels to the respective delivery routes. The parcels arrive at the recipient usually 

between 8 a.m. and 3 a.m. [JtH05]. 

 

Collection of parcels:

12a.m.-5p.m.

Parcel delivery:

8a.m.-3p.m.

70% direct transportation 6p.m.-6a.m.

Transit

30% system

transportation

RecipientSender

Dispatch depot 

2p.m.-8p.m.

Recipient depot 

5a.m.-8a.m.

HUB 8p.m-4.30a.m. HUB 8p.m-6a.m.

system 

transportation

 

Figure 3: Exemplary operation of a parcel service [JtH05] 

 

The sortation capacity depends on the time frame, the required performance of 

3,000- 7,000 parcels per hour for a dispatch depot is quite low. In a HUB- and 

recipient depot the capacity raises up to 16,000 parcels per hour [JtH05]. 
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1.2 Simulation in the Product Development Process 

Compared to conventional test stands, simulation offers significantly ad-

vantages regarding cost effectiveness and reproduction of real physical behav-

iour in the development process of conveying equipment [FWL+15]. The objec-

tive of a cost effective parcel fulfilment and delivery by simplification the exist-

ing high-tech singulation approaches needs the use of simulation in the product 

development process ([SIE13]; [HÄF98]). Simulation reduces large numbers of 

iteration loops and expensive prototypes in early stages of the product develop-

ment process [HÄF98]. The feasibility of simulation depends on the knowledge 

about system structure, parameters, input variables and a proper simulation 

environment of a product as a complete system or an assembly [HÄF98]. The 

cost savings should primarily take place through minimized space requirements, 

continuous flow of parcels, easy maintenance and an optional processing during 

identification (scanning, volume measurement, weighing) ([SIE13]; [BEU14]). A 

parcel singulation system should be able to transform a random input of parcels 

from a collector belt (multiple merging lines) into a “streamlined flow in which 

each parcel is uniformly separated, spaced and aligned” [BEU14]. The efficiency 

of the system ensures a steady parcel flow with appropriate orientation, serious-

ly reduced recirculation rates, missorts, or parcel jamming due to side-by-sides 

arrangements, as well as the required labour input for resolving such problems. 

The singulation scenario “waterfall” is described, using Design of Experiments 

(DoE), with a measurable quality characteristic “position offset” (see 3.3). This 

model is tested on its main influencing factors and the interactions between the-

se parameters. Therefore, the experiments must be implemented in a proper 

simulation tool and the outputs will be checked via comparison of measurements 

of a real physical model (see chapter 3.1 and 3.2). 
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1.3 Task 

A parcel singulator transforms a bulk of parcels into a single-filed parcel flow in 

which each parcel is “uniformly separated, spaced and aligned” [BEU14]. There-

fore, the logistic industry is conducting surveys that investigate the feasibility of 

certain singulation approaches with the major goal of achieving valid results of 

all research. These results should contain an accurate positioning of parcels in a 

significantly smaller footprint than alternative alignment options [SIE13]. This 

master thesis handles basically with the 3D-singulation approach (waterfall 

scenario in chapter 3.1) and deals with the following key question: 

• Is it possible to reproduce the spatial motion behaviour of one or more 

parcels during singulation procedure from 3D to 2D via simulation? 

For conducting this research question, following three aspects must be consid-

ered: 

1. Determination of the infeed area: How does the cargo bulk (parcel pile) 

come to the conveyor belt? Definition of a real scenario for the parcel pile. 

Singulators have to deal with a large numbers and volumes of parcels; 

therefore, it is crucial to define an appropriate experimental setup like 

emptying a parcel container on a conveyor belt or the specification of a 

particular parcel arrangement like a parcel tower whereby several parcels 

lie on top of each other and imitate a bulk scenario. 

2. Determination of the quality of the singulation-degree, if the bulk is 

transformed in a continued parcel flow with defined gaps. The main focus 

is to elaborate different characteristic lines which specify a singulation 

mechanism like a deflector- or the waterfall-principle. These characteris-

tic lines should help the end user choosing the right singulator for a cer-

tain parcel-heap. 
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3. Determination of design parameters regarding user case. Investigation of 

the singulation procedure by simulation and determination of the main 

influencing parameters during the separation process by the help of ex-

perimental design approaches. It should be found a proper parameter set 

for reasoning the simulation approach and for constituting further re-

search activities on this field. 

 

1.4 Structure of the Master Thesis 

This chapter has so far dealt with the surroundings of the singulation procedure 

and described closer the environment like e-commerce and distribution centres. 

Furthermore, the authorization of the simulation approach in the development 

process has been considered and the task was defined. 

In the next chapter 2 follows a general problem analysis and the current state of 

the art will be discussed. This chapter analyses the current state of the litera-

ture and describes the singulation procedure with some existing solutions from 

industry. 

Chapter 3 deals with the investigation of the waterfall scenario and explains 

own approaches, hypotheses and theories. This section gives a closer look on the 

simulation tool PFC3D and the analysing tools like DoE and neural networks. 

Chapter 4 lists the measurements from real waterfall investigation and contains 

the measurements from DoE analysis and the neural network approach. 

Chapter 5 includes the validation and verification of theories from chapter 3 

with the results and means of chapter 4. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the most important findings and gives an outlook on pos-

sible further research activities. 

Chapter 7 registers the different lists and chapter 8 displays the program code 

and the achieved results in tabular form. 
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2 Problem Analysis and Background 

This master thesis intends the experimental investigation of a singulation 

method that transforms a parcel bulk into a controlled stream of parcels with 

defined gaps in between. Figure 4 gives a rough overview of a typical cargo con-

veyor. The parcels come with a random orientation and arrangement from sev-

eral charging lines (input, sources) on a conveyor belt and will be united there 

(merging). Afterwards, the parcels must be singulated before the parcels can be 

discharged over several output lines (branching) [AIK04]. 

 

 

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of a cargo conveyor [AIK04] 

 

This chapter gives an introduction in the topic of sortation and singulation pro-

cedures. This chapter is based on the funnel principle, where is processed from 

the whole sortation system to the singulation operation.  

The first subchapter gives a closer look on the five functional parts of a distribu-

tion centre that were briefly mentioned in chapter 1.1. 

The second subchapter depicts the four general selection criteria for sortation 

systems, whereby the cargo specific criteria manipulate the highest impact on 

the singuation approach. 
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In subchapter three, a screening through the state of the art highlights exam-

ples of sortation approaches and the current handling of singulation operations 

within those systems. 

In the final point of this chapter displays a specific classification of singulation 

methods due to the predominant effect of their working principles and the sin-

gulation dimension (3D to 2D, 2D to 1D and 3D to 1D). 

 

2.1 Structure of Sortation Systems 

The structure of a sortation system contains roughly four different components. 

It consists additionally of the non-technical system components operation strat-

egy, process organization and plant control [JtH05]. 

The components with their subtasks are illustrated in Figure 5. The different 

operating steps of piece good are settled in funnel shape from sortation system 

to distribution conveyor. 

 

Figure 5: Structure of a sortation system [JtH05] 

 

The sortation plant consists of several paired or parallel sorters and includes 

conveying in functional areas of feeding, preparation, identification, sortation 

and discharging. Figure 6 depicts the structure of a sortation plant [JtH05]. 

 

Sortation System

Operating Strategy

Process 
Organisation

Plant Control

Sortation Plant

Feeding area

Preparation area

Identification

Sortation system

Discharging area

Sorter

End station

Charging area

Distribution 
Conveyor

Traction 
Mechanism

Load Suspension

Actuator 
Technology
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Figure 6: Structure of a sortation plant [JtH05] 

 

Sortation plants can be broken down into five different functional areas that 

summarize different functions. The following subsections one to five give a clos-

er look on these functions and highlight some specific examples. 

 

1. Feeding area: 

The feeding area represents in material flow the input interface (a: cod-

ing, b: weighing, c: measuring and d: allocating). The scope of supply also 

contains the vibrating conveyors for the feeding of the product and the 

basic engineering. Continuous charging means that the goods run in in 

firmly order and frequency on an ascending conveyor. If a truck unloads 

the goods directly on an infeed area, so that the goods build a bulk or the 

parcels are placed manually, this kind of feeding is called bulk charging 

[JtH05]. 

 

2. Preparation area: 

Merging, singulation (separation) and alignment or branching are disci-

plines of preparation like automatic identification and discharging. The 

cargo should not lie side by side and should hold a minimum distance. 

Normally the packages should run into the sorter in a defined orientation. 

 

1. Feeding area

•1.a Coding

•1.b Weighing

•1.c Measuring

•1.d Assigning

2. Preparation area

•2.a Merging

•2.b Singling

•2.c Aligning

3. Identification

•3.a Reading

•3.b Assigning

4. Sortation system

•4.a Inward Transfer

•4.b Distributing

•4.c End -station

5. Discharging area

•5.a Packaging
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a. Merging: To merge the goods, deflectors or discontinuous belts are 

used. They unite more than two good flows on a main gate, cham-

ber-like reunifications are used, with an angle of 35° to 45° [JtH05]. 

 

b. Singulation: This operating process represents the nucleus of this 

master thesis. The following paragraphs give a rough overview on 

the singulation procedure with the target of clarifying the frame-

work of this separation method in distribution centres. In chapter 

2.4 follows the methodological classification of singulation process-

es by the help of product screening and patent research for provid-

ing a deeper insight on this topic. The different solutions from sev-

eral industries will be clustered according “their predominant effect 

of working principles” [FWL+15]. 

A typical mechanical singulation mechanism can be caused, when 

goods are transferred from a slow to a fast continuous conveyor 

belt. The first parcel gets more speed by the transition so that the 

space between the parcels enlarges. To regulate the distances be-

tween the goods, single powered conveyors are needed, which cre-

ate optional distances over sensor technology and control. Separa-

tion also often means to dissolve side by side good flows on one con-

veyor and create a uniform orientation [JtH05]. 

Figure 7 shows a simple mechanical solution for merging, separa-

tion and alignment of a good flow over diverse autonomously pow-

ered conveyors with different modes of operation [JtH05]. 

Two good flows run in clocked or non-clocked from the left side into 

the preparation area. The conveying velocity rises from conveyor to 

conveyor, to increase the interspaces between the parcels. The in-

clination of the angular roller conveyor leads the goods to one side 

(down). Unequal lever arms and angles from the deflectors have a 

different effect on the packages during the singulation procedure 

and thus affect the result significantly ([JtH05], [FWL+15]). 

The angular roller conveyors two, three and four have additional 

conical rolls. The goods on the side with a bigger diameter (upside) 
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are moving faster and can fill the gaps in the good flow. The 

throughput is up to 8,000 pieces/ hour [JtH05]. 

An in-line arrangement is not really space saving. An alternative is 

a circular arrangement that leads goods, which are not in the right 

position to the start of the circular flow [JtH05]. 

 

 

Figure 7: Merging, singulation and alignment without circulation [JtH05] 

 

Figure 8 illustrates two distinct systems for different services. In 

version a (left), the singulator positions the goods along on one side. 

The goods in the “side-by-side remover”, which are in second line, 

are put into the recirculating conveyor. The flow controller has two 

belt conveyors in row, which are separating over different veloci-

ties. Side by side laying or undue goods are also removed into the 

recirculating conveyor, which puts the separated goods back to the 

inlet. Another capability of this system is to briefly buffer peak 

loads. This happens mainly over the recirculating conveyor.  

The system shown in b (right) is for smaller packages. You can see 

three different areas in row, with recirculating conveyors on both 

sides.  

It´s visible, that the recirculation needs space till the goods are 

separated and aligned. With the use of image processing systems 

and active movement manipulation, the desired position and layer 

of the goods in short time and space has been feasible [JtH05]. 
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Figure 8: Merging, singulation and alignment with circulation [JtH05] 

 

The singulator “Visicon” from Siemens in Figure 9 is based on this 

concept [SIE09]. The singulation process starts in the same way as 

in other systems with a unsorted parcel bulk. After infeeding, the 

parcels start to slow down, speed up, build gaps between them or 

spin around. In this way, the parcels line up in single file and or-

derly spaced. This is possible because of the use of special cameras, 

an image processing system and individually guided conveyor belts. 

In a first step, gappers create the required gaps between the par-

cels at right angle to conveying direction. A transfer belt stabilizes 

the parcels before entering a light barrier which records the base 

area and relative position of each package. Cameras take a snap-

shot which is sent instantly to the computers. With advanced algo-

rithm the computers calculates how each single parcel can reach its 

target position. The computer sends the information to one of the 

84 individually guided conveyor belts which convey every parcel in-

dependently analogous to the computers instructions. Cameras rec-

ord the modified position of the parcels again and trigger further 

adjustments. The conveyor belts move each parcel individually, 

slowly and reliably into the perfect position which was calculated 

by the computer. This permits that no recirculation is available or 

any manual intervention because all parcels are arranged in a 

steady row and are ready for further steps. This system is able to 

singulate up to 9,000 packages per hour [SIE09]. 
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Figure 9: Singulator Visicon from Siemens [SIE09] 

 

c. Alignment or branching: Another mode of the preparation area is 

to bring goods into the right guidance for inward transfer. This can 

happen before or after identification. For a horizontal inward 

transfer the goods have to have a specific angle, so that they lay op-

timally on the sorter [JtH05]. 

 

3. Identification: 

After cargo singulation and the alignment follows the identification. It 

basically consists of two steps, read Identcode and assignment to an end 

station. Identification can be either the barcode with almost 70% of the 

application or with RFID transponders. If the identification is made via 

barcode, it has to be warranted, that the goods have been aligned correct-

ly in the area of preparation, so that the barcode can be read by the scan-

ner. High quality identification is feasible by implementation of multiple 

scanner devices in a huge reading domain with high depth of focus 

[JtH05]. 

 

4. Sortation system: 

Sortation means building subsets out of an unsorted amount of objects so 

that the classified objects have one or more unifying characteristics. The-

se characteristics can be numerical (numbers), physical (weight, shape, 

colour) or alphanumerical (destination address) [AF09]. Generally sorta-

tion is the identification of object characteristics and allocation to classes. 

The sortation of the cargo to the end stations is realized technically by 
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sorters [JtH05]. Figure 10 outlines the flow chart a sortation process. The 

individual piece goods (parcels) of a certain number of charging lines “m” 

have to wait “W” before they could infeeded to the so called sources “So” 

that are elementary stations of the type (0, m), from which m of outgoing 

flows move out. These flows are merged in “M”, before every piece good is 

identified in “I” and branched in “B”. The piece good flow is further con-

veyed to discharging points “DP” and ends in so called drains “Dr” that 

are elementary stations of the type (n, 0), in which “n” of incoming flows 

end and possible existing outgoing flows are not considered [AF09]. 

 

MW/C

W/C

W/C

C BC DP2

DPn

DP1

C

C

C

So1

So2

Som

Dr1

Dr2

Drn

I

Recirculation of sorting good in case of ‘non-reading‘

Feeding of empty container

Possible further sorting stages (s=2,3,..)

(E.g. 104 addresses in case of n=100 and s=2)

 

Figure 10: Flow chart of the sortation process [AF09] 

 

Merge elements like switches, turntables, converters, tilt tables, or lane 

branches combine several (m) partial intake streams to a discharging 

stream. Branch elements are merge elements that are working in reverse 

direction; they divide an intake stream into several (n) partial discharg-

ing streams. Examples for sources are raw material warehouses, palletiz-

er, incoming-, service-, filling-, or charging-stations, which are character-

ised by the service rate of the process. Examples for drains are disposals, 

warehouses, outgoing-, consumption-, machining- and disassembly-

stations, which are determined by a consumption rate that is determined 

via the cycle time and the batch size of the process [GUD05]. 
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a. Inward transfer: 

This operation is often executed manually due the fact that piece 

goods have to be aligned in right position and with correct orienta-

tion for downstream conveying devices. The inward transfer is dif-

ferentiated due to arrangement and degree of automation [JtH05]: 

 

i. Arrangement: 

It depends on the distribution conveyor, which arrangement 

is adapted for inward transfer. Following three arrange-

ments are used for conveying equipment [JtH05]: 

 

o Frontal inward transfer 

o Vertical inward transfer  

o Horizontal inward transfer 

 

ii. Degree of automation: 

It is determined by the state of technology from controlling-, 

sensor- and conveying equipment, it can be distinguished be-

tween following three degrees of automation [JtH05]: 

 

o Manual inward transfer 

o Semi-automatic inward transfer 

o Fully automatic inward transfer 

 

b. Distribution conveyor: 

The distributer is the key component of a sortation system. Con-

veyor, suspension element and outward transfer mechanism exist 

in every distribution conveyor in individual specifications. 
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c. End-station: 

Size and fragmenting of end-stations depend on kind and amount of 

assignments. Main tasks are gentle and steady discharging of 

goods, manual taking off of the goods from the sortation process, 

automatic transformation to conveying or manufacture processes 

and the storing up of goods [JtH05]. 

 

The sortation of piece goods is one of the most expensive working process-

es in logistics [JtH05]. Huge sortation units do have the advantage of be-

ing more cost efficient than smaller ones, the degree of capacity utiliza-

tion is more balanced and it offers the opportunity of a great automation 

level. For being economical and reach a high level of automation at the 

same time, a high minimum throughput is required [AF09]. 

 

5. Discharging area: 

It characterises the last technical step in the sortation plant and assumes 

the task of packaging. Either the goods are transferred from the end-

station to downstream material areas or the end-stations are discharged 

by manual or automated packing areas, to make them conveyable. Dis-

charging of packaged and labelled goods of the packing area is not part of 

the sortation system anymore [JtH05]. 

 

2.2 Application/Selection-Criteria for Sortation Systems 

Different criteria must be considered for selecting and planning of sortation sys-

tems. In general, designers of sortation systems have to consider four different 

aspects for the optimal application of a sortation system [JtH05]. Figure 11 lists 

specific characteristics of each aspect, which should be fulfilled in the planning 

stage of distribution processes in the CEP-sector. Especially cargo-specific crite-

ria significantly affect the singulation process of parcels. 
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Figure 11: Eligibility criteria for sortation- & distribution-systems [JtH05] 

 

The system-specific criteria arise decisively from the field of application of sorta-

tion systems. Singulation mechanisms in different industries must meet system-

specific criteria. The CEP-sector focuses on the required effective sortation per-

formance (up to 50,000 parcels per hour) ([BIE15]; [CRR+14]). The technical 

limiting performance is usually not reached over a whole day. Flexible systems 

represent the planning target because they can adapt to short-term throughput 

fluctuations and allow for long term expansion and reduction [JtH05]. The con-

veying speed influences significantly the sortation performance. Higher veloci-

ties imply higher performances. The required length of conveyors depends on 

building- and system topology as well as on the number of needed end-stations 

[JtH05]. The arrangement of end-stations can be realized in linear or circuit 

layouts, on one or both sides [JtH05]. 

The organizational and operating strategy of the CEP-sector includes mainly the 

mode of operation (continuous or batch mode). It has an influence on layout- and 

operational-performance (e.g. number of end-stations) [JtH05]. 

The selection process of sortation systems for distribution centres in the CEP-

sector has to consider additionally overall criteria. The space requirement repre-

sents one of those criteria, it indicates the floor space of the system in the oper-

ating room which cannot be used for other facilities e.g. production or storage 

[JtH05]. The expansion capability refers to number of end-stations, inward 
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transfer areas, vertical alignment and length of distribution conveyors and how 

these components can be expanded [JtH05]. 

Cargo-specific criteria define the basic parameters for cargo more in detail. The-

se criteria are very crucial for the singulation of solid bodies in different sectors 

(e.g. food-industry in subchapter 2.3.2: 

 

• The shape of the cargo has an effect on the storage stability. Cuboid pack-

ages are very solid, cylindrical, conical or globular packages are rather in-

stable. Little disturbance forces change their layer [JtH05]. 

Figure 12 demonstrates the basic differences between piece- and bulk-

goods. If a system handles with bulk goods, it is unavoidable to calculate 

a volume flow rate. In case of piece goods, the pieces are countable and it 

is possible deterring a maximum throughput. The formulas for both kinds 

of cargo are listed in the following sketch including the required variables 

in the green box [GUD05]. 

 

sn-1 sn

vF

vF

Volume Flow Rate:

Mass Flow Rate:

Throughput:

Mass Flow Rate:

 

Figure 12: Flow rate and throughput of continuous conveyors [AIK04] 
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• The dimension of the material relates to the minima and maxima of 

length, width and on the girth. Dimensions have an impact on the sorter, 

end-stations and conveyance, as well as on the throughput. The longer the 

sorted goods, the bigger the curve radius, end-station’s width and occu-

pied space on the sorter. The maximum height has an effect on the read-

ing system especially the scanners, because the reading distance increas-

es the smaller the packages are. In vertical inward transfer, the maxi-

mum height influences the drop height of the goods, as well as the goods 

width has an effect on the conveyors and end-stations widths [JtH05]. 

Piece goods are individualized, distinct goods that are handled individual-

ly and their stock is managed piecemeal or as a container. Table 2 gives 

an overview of the standard sizes from parcels which are used from the 

Austrian Post [POS15]. 

 

Table 2: Standard sizes of parcels [POS15] 

Dimension Small Medium Large Extra Large 

Size outside 320x220x105 400x310x140 380x305x250 550x360x325 

Inside size 262x200x95 345x290x130 315x287x244 486x341x313 

 

• Stability of goods: It contains two aspects. For the sorter, shape perma-

nency and stability with force effect are important. For the goods, the 

sorter specific load by splicing, speeding up and compressive force are rel-

evant [JtH05]. 

 

• Weight of piece goods influences the applicable discharging technique. 

Discharging periods getting shorter, the increase in speed across to direc-

tion of motion raises, which lead to higher discharging forces the heavier 

the goods are. Also minimum weight is important to avoid lifting and too 

high speed [JtH05]. 
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• Centre of gravity position is important for rollover stability. The rollover 

stability has to be guaranteed also by high speed sorters and close curve 

radius. A low and stable centre of gravity is favourable [JtH05]. 

 

• High frictional behaviour is requested during transport for holding the 

goods in position when dynamic forces act on a pile of piece goods. The 

frictional behaviour has to be minimized in discharging areas for guaran-

teeing fast discharging via sliding effects and safe motion in end-stations 

[JtH05]. 

 

Sortation systems in many industries are based on those criteria. The following 

chapter shows the application of these criteria in different sectors and summa-

rises the current state of the art. 

 

2.3 State of the Art 

There exist some approaches for the singulation of piece goods on the market, 

but these singulator solutions do not satisfy in all considered areas [FWL+15]. 

The most common problem depicts the high price/performance ratio that re-

quires the simplification of technical concepts [INT15]. The operating range of a 

specific type of singulator regarding homogeneity/ inhomogeneity of the dimen-

sions of incoming piece goods is often very limited ([SIE13]; [BEU14]). 

The objective to manipulate previously undefined parcels from a bulk under vis-

ual control is one of the main tasks for the implementation of a mechanical sep-

aration based material handling system. The automation of such complex indus-

trial surroundings requires the improvement and adjustment of existing ap-

proaches like the waterfall scenario for guaranteeing high adaptation and capa-

bility in dealing with parcel piles [WB96]. 

Mechanically based parcel singulators transform a parcel pile into a regular flow 

that consists of a manageable single-filed array. This operation is realized via 

skewed rollers, friction belts, slides, waterfalls, flexible barriers (curtain), grap-

ping robots, deflectors, or other mechanically based working principles. The sin-
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gle-filed parcel flow at the end of the singulation procedure feeds downstream 

sortation devices and stabilizes the further material flow in a distribution centre 

(optimisation of cargo density). Figure 13 represents the process model for a 

whole sortation system, including in- and out-feeding streams [FHS12]. One or 

more infeeding belt conveyors supply the singulator with packages. 

 

Container

Infeed area 1 Infeed area 2

Sortation  system

Outfeed area 2Outfeed area 1

Container

Temporary 

storage 1

Temporary 

storage s

assign to infeed

Uncontrollable 

inflow Move in/out

Temporary storage

Unload on sorter

Load in container

Remove non-

conveyables

 

Figure 13: Process model [FHS12] 

 

The feeding process builds the interface between container and infeeding areas, 

it contains the operating steps unloading, singulation and transfer [FWL+15]. 

The chain of goods receipt processing is not fully automated, but there exist 

some robotic technologies. Figure 14 illustrates the “ParcelRobot” from 

ThyssenKrupp Krause that is based on an individual gripper system for 

automatically palettizing of unloaded parcels [TKK15]. The intelligence of this 

parcel robot is achieved by three major components: the “eye” as 3D-scanner, the 

“brain” computes the gripping points and the “sense of touch” compensates 

fluctuations between eye ansd brain by the help of close range sensors [TKK15]. 
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This approach unites several advantages but comes at a price, whereby this 

master thesis aims the consideration of simpler singulation mechanisms. 

 

 

Figure 14: Parcel roboter [TKK15] 

 

 Construction of a Singulator: An Example 2.3.1

Figure 15 shows the singulator setup of a vision system, which has the task to 

compute the corner points of all parcels to guarantee that the singulator trans-

forms a parcel heap into a single-lined output stream. If the singulation-degree 

(see Figure 62) is too low, the vision system sends failure information to a con-

troller and the inspector has to intervene in the singulation procedure. This sin-

gulator can be distinguished in four major components [KA05]: 

 

1. Gapper 

2. Transition belts 

3. Singulator bed 

4. Diverter 
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Figure 15: Different views of the singulator [KA05] 

 

 Approaches from other Industries 2.3.2

Low cycle times in piece good handling often have the consequence that there is 

not enough time for processing individual pieces by a robot. It comes to idling 

regarding no-load operations like approaches and returns of robots (empty 

trips). Therefore, new approaches and innovations are needed for transforming 

an unorganized bulk of piece goods in an orderly flow of solid bodies. Depending 

on the type of piece goods and process specific constraints, different solutions or 

modified systems are required. The following two examples do not cover the sin-

gulation procedure in the CEP-industry, but they handle with this topic in other 

sectors. The objective of this consideration is to transform these approaches on 

the field of parcel singulation and to cluster the predominant effects of the work-

ing principles in the different industries [FWL+15]. 
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Food industry: 

For the quality assurance in the food industry like prevention of cereals 

against mould, it is inevitable to singulate a bulk into a manageable sin-

gle flow. The sifting of damaged grains is then processed by the help of 

automated image analysis. If more than a half of the surface from a grain 

is coloured conspicuously, it shall be considered as damaged and it must 

be sorted out [mCi15]. 

The apple industry assures their quality in term of a simplification from 

3D to 2D. The optical quality characteristics are checked by dipping a cer-

tain number of apples into a pool of water, so that they are driven by the 

buoyant force on the water surface. It follows a simplification of the singu-

lation from a volume to a surface and possible sources of errors are mini-

mized. This waterfall-approach was introduced in the apple industry via 

the singulator from Erik van Wijingaarden and Tom Delfos [DvW04]. 

 

 Already Examined Singulation Scenarios 2.3.3

The transformation of general bulk material to countable piece cargo requires 

the use of an appropriate numerical method [BLO08]. The use of the Discrete 

Element Method (DEM) and Multi Body Simulations (MBS) brings both kinds of 

conveying goods closer together and allows the assumption that parcels can be 

handled as a bulk material. For the realization of a certain throughput in a ma-

terial handling system, it is crucial to clear jammed and dammed parcels from a 

bulk. This objective requires a successful implementation of proper conveying 

principles that realizes a nearly faultless transportation of a large amount of 

parcels [CRR+14]. 

The rough singulation of parcels should result from falling of a bulk on a lower 

positioned conveyor belt ([FWJ13]; [FWL+15]). After this so called “waterfall 

scenario” further singulation mechanisms like deflecting are processed. The fol-

lowing two subchapters clarify the essential characteristics for both singulation 

scenarios. Based on the slightly simpler singulation in the plane (2D) in the first 

mentioned scenario, in the second point is dealt with the more complex singula-

tion in a domain (3D).  
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2D-deflector: 

A deflector has the task of controlling the orientation of parts by deflect-

ing a conveyed stream of pieces in a plane (2D- two dimensional). The de-

flector converts a multi-filed bulk goods conveying stream into a contin-

ued single part goods row. Bernd Möhle developed in his dissertation lay 

out design criterions for deflection principles of load unit conveyor sys-

tems. He distinguished the movement of a piece good like a parcel during 

deflection operation into five phases [MÖH83]: 

 

a. Phase 0: the single load rests relatively to the conveying good and 

moves with conveying velocity. 

b. Phase 1: the single load pushes with conveying velocity against the 

deflector and its impulses are being changed by this push.  

c. Phase 2: the single load is located with one corner at the deflector 

and makes a movement, consisting of rotation and translation or 

just a rotating move.  

d. Phase 3: the single load pushes with one side against the deflector 

and its impulses are changed.  

e. Phase 4: the single load is located with one side at the deflector and 

makes a pure translation movement. 

 

Figure 16 demonstrates the intensity of conventional calculation for all 

five phases of a single parcel movement during deflection operation. A va-

riety of angular relationships and mathematical conditions are needed to 

describe this system. Therefore, the application of simulation tools for in-

vestigation singulation of piece goods offers the advantage of being more 

cost and time efficient than real experimental setup. In addition parame-

ter studies are possible which quickly lead to results and allows statistical 

researches in validated simulation models. With reasonable computing 

time and effort, the behaviour of a piece good bulk with changing piece 

configuration can be examined regarding to shape, size and weight to be 

able to make statistically relevant conclusions. 
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Figure 16: Deflection principle with rotating belt [MÖH83] 

 

The simulation tool has to fulfil particular requirements: it has to be fea-

sible simulating the interaction of a big number of pieces. Typical equip-

ment of the conveyance, which has an effect on the behaviour of the par-

cels, has to be integrated into the simulation model. Furthermore, the 

simulation tool has to exhibit a contact model, which reproduces realistic 

interactions behave of the pieces. The configuration of parcels in the bulk 

varies, whereby the simulation tool has to compute random arrangement 

as well as concretely favoured parcel arrangement (e.g. parcel tower). Ac-

ceptable calculating times are an additional prerequisite on the simula-

tion tool. The expansion from 2D to 3D-singulation consideration requires 

a new factor screening; therefore it is unavoidable to use a simulation tool 

for this examination [FWJ13]. 
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2.4 Methodological Classification of Singulation Processes 

A working principle describes regularities of a technological process. The inter-

action of physical effects, geometric and material characteristics describes the 

natural scientific, technological and technical operations of a process. The com-

bination of working principles from sub-functions leads to the fulfilment of an 

overall function. The development of a working structure is possible, if the work-

ing principles from each sub-function are assembled. The concretization of the 

working structure enables a general solution finding [PBF+06]. 

Following three basic principles of mechanical joints must be taken into consid-

eration for mechanical singulation of a bulk of parcels: 

 

1. Material joint: It is carried out by material joining on parcels surfaces or 

additional materials from environment on molecular- and adhesion-basis 

under high ambient temperatures [PBF+06]. The operating temperature 

in distribution centres can be regarded as relatively constant; nonethe-

less, this kind of joint cannot be neglected for the mechanical singulation 

of parcels because plastic sheeting is used as packaging material 

[DHL15]. 

 

2. Form-joint: It is effected by normal forces of interlocking active surfaces of 

jammed and dammed parcels in a parcel heap under absorption of surface 

pressures and resulting stresses in the contact zones according. [PBF+06] 

 

3. Force joint: It is effected via the action of forces between the working sur-

faces of accumulated parcels in a bulk. Forces can be caused by different 

physical sources; therefore, it can be distinguished between several types 

of force joints [PBF+06]: 

 

a. Frictional force joint: It is caused by frictional forces Fr on the 

working surfaces of the parcels. These frictional forces are caused 

by normal forces Fn, e.g. according Coulomb’s law of friction: � ≤ �� = �� ∗ �� [PBF+06]. 
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The frictional forces restrict the transmission from this kind of 

force joint; µH quantifies the coefficient of adhesion. 

 

b. Field force joint: Examples are magnetic forces in magnetic fields, 

compressive forces in hydro- and aero-static or viscous forces in vis-

cous media [PBF+06]. This kind of force joint is also relevant for 

the mechanical singulation of a parcel bulk, e.g. the design and im-

plementation of robotic parcel-sortation systems is based on grap-

ping by robot arms that underlie the pneumatic principle [YYJ+14]. 

 

c. Elastic force joint: The parcels cannot be assumed as completely 

rigid, because the parcels will be minimally deformed after the im-

pact on the lower conveyor belt in the waterfall scenario in Figure 

19. Therefore, each of the “elastic” parcels determines in this man-

ner the position and dynamic behaviour of the other involved par-

cels during singulation procedure. This complexity requires the use 

of an appropriate simulation tool with a suitable integrated contact 

model, which will be described in point three of subchapter 3.2.1. 

 

The singulation process has the aim to optimize the density of the parcel-flow, 

which is increasing every year due to booming e-commerce [ITL14]. The cargo 

density ensures that there are always a sufficient number of parcels on the re-

spective conveyors. If the cargo density is stable, there is no idle running in the 

material flow. Following criterions define the successive separation of a parcel 

heap into a straight-lined parcel flow with defined distance in between: 

 

• 3D to 2D → no package is positioned on the other, a domain is reduced to 

a plane, e.g. no parcel towers on the conveyor belt 

 

• 2D to 1D → an arrangement of packages on a plane like a conveyor belt is 

transformed to a straight-line flow in one direction. 
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Figure 17 gives a closer look on the singulation procedure from a parcel pile into 

a single-filed parcel flow. This flow chart defines the dimension of certain parcel 

arrangements. Examples for a 3D-arrangement are bulk cargo like parcel accu-

mulations in containers or a parcel tower that is examined in the practical part 

of this master thesis. These kinds of accumulation require the highest effort for 

converting it in a 2D-parcel arrangement. The disarrangement in the plane (2D) 

necessitates lower singulation effort because the problem was reduced by one 

dimension and could be solved via deflectors. If the deflectors have transformed 

the disorder into a regular parcel flow with defined gaps in between, the 1D-

arrangement provides a stable material flow with low error sources. The 1D-

parcel flow represents the desired status quo within distribution centres 

([AF09]; [BEU14]). 

 

 

Figure 17: Procedure of the singulation process 

 

Table 3 shows the special arrangements of parcels after unloading on a conveyor 

belt which has been mentioned in the previous flow chart. For the singulation 

from 3D- to 2D-arrangement, a pile of parcels has to be singularized to a two-

dimensional grid by the help of a waterfall. For the singulation from 2D- to 1D-

arrangement, a grid of parcels is singulated to a one-dimensional single-filed 

row by the help of velocity changes and deflecting elements. 

3D-
arrangement

•one or more parcels rest over each other and/or more than one parcel tower

•a maximum of two parcels over each other and only one parcel tower

2D-
arrangement

•all parcels overlap normal to the moving direction 

•no single-filed parcel stream, e.g. no defined gaps between the parcels

1D-
arrangement

•no parcels overlap normal to the moving direction, but all parcels are in contact

•no parcels overlap normal to the moving direction and any parcel touches another
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Table 3: Special arrangements of parcels 

3D 

parcel tower bigger parcel rests on smaller one 

2D 

overlapping in y-direction 

(unfavourable case) 

overlapping in y-direction 

(favourable case) 

1D 

contacts of parcels defined gaps in between 

 

The singulation methods, listed below, can be adopted for the singulation of sol-

id bodies in different industries. This list is not complete and can be extended by 

other methods that are primary based on form-, force- or frictional force joint: 

 

• 3D-to 2D: waterfall, flexible barriers (curtains), grapping by robotic arms, 

buoyancy force for objects of low mass, … 

 

• 2D to 1D: acceleration/deceleration, different friction fields (between par-

cel-parcel or parcel-conveyor), change of direction (curved conveyors), vi-

bration, centrifugation, filtration, … 

 

g 

Conveyor belt 

Moving 
direction 

Conveyor belt 

Moving direction 

Moving direction Moving direction 

Moving direction 
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The experimental investigation of this master thesis deals with the singulation 

from a parcel pile to a two-dimensional parcel arrangement. Most singulation 

processes handle with separation approaches from 2D to 1D. The CEP-industry 

is searching for singulation solutions from 3D to 1D, because there are only ro-

bots for the unloading and separation operation on the market [FWL+15]. 

Matthias Fritz clustered in Table 4 the different singulation solutions due to the 

“predominant effect of the working principle” [FWL+15]. The predominant effect 

of singulation mechanisms can be distinguished into surface- and body-forces, 

whereby surface forces are composed of frictional- and normal forces [FWL+15]. 

This evaluation matrix assesses also the achieved dimension of each singulation 

mechanism, e.g., subsequent belt conveyors with vertical gap (waterfall) singu-

late a pile of parcels (3D) into a two-dimensional arrangement, if the lower con-

veyor belt is assembled with some additional deflecting elements, it could also 

achieved a singulation from 3D to 1D (dashed line). 

 

Table 4: Classification of singulation mechanisms [FWL+15] 

Dimen

men-

sion 

Predominant effect of working principle 

Surface force 
Body force 

Friction force Normal force 

1D 

 
 

with deflecting elements 

2D 

different 

velocity 

fields 

conical 

rolls 

rigid  

deflec-

tors 

flexible 

barriers 

(cur-

tain) 

inertia force 

 

waterfall 

3D 
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3 Development of Measures – Procedure 

Technical systems that are analysed during development processes are often 

characterized by a variety of influenceable factors and complex nonlinear rela-

tionships. Simulation models of these systems are often simplified by the help of 

analogous models to minimize computing times. This approximation describes 

the physical experiment and the derived simulation model with sufficient accu-

racy. It includes the most significant effects of complex simulation models and is 

referenced in literature as meta-model [SBH10]. 

Figure 18 shows schematically a typical procedure of a Computer Experiment 

(CE) for improving or new development of technical systems. 

 

 

Figure 18: Computer Experiment [SBH10] 

 

In a first scoping study, a complex simulation model is constructed by the help 

of physical phenomena and the expertise of technical experts. Based on the crea-

tion of special datasets (Design of Experiments), it is possible to determine an 

adequate meta-model for analysing complex and nonlinear correlations between 

input- and output- factors. The implementation of a meta-model in a simulation 

tool allows different analysing methods, e.g. representation of correlations with 

a graph, robustness- and sensitivity-analysis, optimization and forecasting of 

output parameters. The results and conclusions of these analyses continually 
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improve the quality of a technical system because recognized weaknesses can be 

modified in the simulation code. This is usually an iterative process, whereby 

the number of required iterations is minimized with purposeful applications of 

experimental designs and algorithms [SBH10]. 

The present master thesis is conducted according this scheme. Therefore, the 

experimental setup for the waterfall scenario will be explained in the next point. 

This physical system enables the measurement of motion behaviour from par-

cels during falling and acts as validation reference compared to the simulation. 

 

3.1 Physical System, 3D-Waterfall Scenario 

Figure 19 illustrates the basic arrangement for the waterfall scenario. A bulk of 

parcels is located on a upper conveyor platform, which represents the origin of 

the z-coordinate. The bottom conveyor is offset by the parameter h (height) 

downwards. In a first step, the height difference causes a rough separation of 

the parcels from their dense in the bulk and thereby further singulation steps 

will be enabled. For the sensitivity analysis, it is important to define an initial 

situation for testing the effects of different influencing parameters during the 

waterfall scenario. The most important influencing factors are tested by means 

of DoE at different levels, which has the effect of defining a specific quality fea-

ture. This proceeding is discussed more in detail in the following chapters. 

 

h

 

Figure 19: Waterfall scenario 
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Figure 20 demonstrates the initial situation of a parcel tower for the sensitivity 

analysis. This parcel tower was brought ten times out of its equilibrium position 

for surveying the end positions of each individual parcel centre. The waterfall 

scenario is imitated by the help of a coffee table (height = 0,45m) and four 

standard Post parcels. One medium sized parcel was positioned twelve centime-

tres over the table edge; three small sized parcels are piled up flush to front 

edge of the M-parcel. A minimum external contact is sufficient to disequilibrate 

the position of rest from this parcel tower and to fall to the ground. For creation 

of an uniform parcel density and avoidance of displacements of the centre of 

mass during the experiments, the parcels were filled with wood pellets. The par-

cels achieved after the filling with pellets a proper mass (medium parcel = 8kg, 

small parcels = 3,2kg) and imitate the parcel generation in PFC3D (see Figure 

33 in subchapter 3.2.2). 

 

 

Figure 20: Initial situation 

 

Figure 21 exhibits the end state of the waterfall model whereby the positions of 

all parcel centres were measured in x-, y- and z-direction. The basic arrange-

ment was for all ten attempts the same: Parcel one rests on parcel two, parcel 

two lies on parcel three and the two remaining parcels are flush with thee 
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ground. Table 16 in the appendix records the measurements of all ten attempts, 

the calculated arithmetic mean of each x-, y- and z-coordinates will be used for 

comparison with the simulated values in PFC3D. 

 

 

Figure 21: End state of the waterfall scenario 

 

Figure 22 exhibits the free punch of the lowest parcel of the parcel tower. There 

were cut free gravitational-, frictional- and normal-forces for the parcel which is 

positioned directly on the table. From the free punch results the equations for 

the equilibrium conditions in x- and y-direction, as well as the equilibrium of 

moments about the instantaneous centre of rotation P. 
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Figure 22: Free punch for the lowest parcel of the parcel tower 
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3.2 Discrete Element Method 

The Discrete Element Method (DEM) is a numerical tool for computing the mo-

tion and effect of a large number of small particles. For the simulation, all parti-

cles are positioned in a specific starting geometry and provided with an initial 

speed. From this initial data and the physical laws that are relevant for the par-

ticles, the forces are calculated, which act on each particle. Derived forces can be 

distinguished in two categories [CS79]: 

 

1. Macroscopic Forces (e.g. frictional, gravitational) 

2. Molecular Forces (e.g. Coulomb and Van der Waals-Forces) 

 

Figure 23 shows the essential equations that must be solved for each object in 

DEM. This method represents a typical mesh-free numerical calculation in 

terms of spatial discretization, which differentiates this method from mesh-

based Finite Element Method (FEM). The discrete calculation is based on the 

consideration and mathematical formulation of individual objects, particles, or 

walls. The investigation of the mechanical behaviour will be computed only for 

discretely divided structures or arrangements by the help of explicit numerical 

problem solving (differential equations). A full system analysis is not feasible 

because interactions of objects occur only at the contact points [JK12]. 

 

 

Figure 23: Basics of DEM [ICG15] 

 

An integration method derives from Newton's laws of motion the change of the 

particle velocity and position during a certain timestep. Thereafter, the forces 
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are recalculated with the modified positions and velocities and this loop will be 

repeated until the simulation period is completed. The force-displacement law 

states that the calculation of the contact forces occurs during interaction 

through element displacement. Figure 24 represents a flow chart of a well-

established loop in a basic DEM-simulation [BHA14]. 

 

 

Figure 24: Flow chart of a basic DEM-simulation [BHA14] 

 

Following points must be discussed for the feasibility of a DEM-model [ICG15]: 

 

• Modelling of the geometry 

• Definition of the particle properties like density, friction values, contact 

model 

• Generation of particles (size, number, shape, position) 

• Continuous computation according initial conditions, which stops on a 

predefined abort criterion like time, number of calculation steps, reach a 

state of equilibrium state, etc. 

• Representation of the system including measurements 
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The following two subchapters give on the one hand a closer look on the simula-

tion tool PFC3D in 3.2.1 and describe on the other hand the implementation of 

the waterfall scenario in 3.2.2. The theoretical points that are mentioned in the 

first subchapter will be applied in the second subchapter on the waterfall model. 

 

 Simulation with PFC3D 3.2.1

Numerical simulations are approximations of the reality whereby input and 

output uses real numbers like material parameters, initial- and boundary-

conditions. Simulations reconstruct the behaviour of a real system to generate 

knowledge, which can be carried over a real system. The accuracy of the simula-

tion results strongly depends on the quality of the model. Numerical Methods 

are tools, not solutions unlike analytical methods; therefore it is necessary to 

validate unknown simulations with a real physical model. The advantages are 

lower costs and risks and the futility to do the same analysis with a real system 

([PBF+06]; [JK12]).  

The demonstration version from “Itasca International Company” offers most 

optional full version features for simulating the waterfall scenario [ICG15]. The 

following sub-items, listed from one to six, explain the background of this DEM 

simulation tool and contain the different steps for implementation of the water-

fall scenario: 

 

1. Theory and background: 

PFC3D (Particle Flow Code in 3 Dimensions) is a “distinct element code 

used in 3D-discontinuum analysis, testing and research in any field 

where the interaction of many discrete objects exhibiting large-strain 

and/or fracturing is required” [ICG15]. The field of application focuses on 

the bulk material handling industry (e.g. mining, agriculture), particle 

formulation processes (e.g. food industry, pharmacy) and mechanical or 

thermal process engineering (e.g. behaviour of bulk material and trans-

portation operations, fracture processes). PFC as a discrete element code 

is characterized by the following properties [ICG15]: 
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• FISH is the embedded programming language for model implemen-

tation 

• simulates movement and interaction of discrete bodies  like a circu-

lar in PFC2D and a spherical in PFC3D 

• allows complete detachment and identifies new contacts automati-

cally during calculation cycle that will be explained later 

• Newton’s Law of motion (F = ma) is solved by applying the ODE-

solver. The solving strategy contains tree steps: contact detection, 

calculation of contact forces and the computation of new positions. 

• fully dynamic simulation, timestep adjustment is computed auto-

matically by variable timestep solver, according to local conditions 

 

2. General formulation: 

A PFC3D model is made up of bodies that interact via mechanical con-

tacts. It consists of two basic entities [ICG15]: 

 

a. Balls, spheres (particles): 

i. obey and confirm laws of motion 

ii. interact and cooperate with one another and with walls 

 

b. Walls: 

i. do not obey and confirm laws of motion 

ii. used to apply velocity boundary conditions 

iii. interact and cooperate only with balls 

 

Figure 25 gives a deeper insight into the interface between two pieces 

that is defined as contact. The interaction volume of both pieces centres 

the contact plane, which is defined by a location xc, normal direction nc 

and the coordinate system nst. It is oriented tangential to both pieces and 

rotated for ensuring symmetric relative motion of both piece surfaces. 

Each contact embeds a force Fc and a moment Mc that act mutually on the 

two bodies. Positions and relative motion are applied by the particle in-

teraction law that brings internal forces and moments up to date [ICG15]. 
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Figure 25: PFC3D-model (left) and contact plane (right) [ICG15] 

 

The general behaviour of a material like piece good is simulated in PFC 

by relating a simple constitutive model with each contact. The constitu-

tive model that acts at a particular contact consist of three parts [ICG15]: 

 

a. stiffness model 

b. slip model 

c. bonding model 

 

PFC3D executes a sequence of operations during every computation cycle. 

They are listed in a simplified version in Figure 26: 

 

a. Timestep Determination: For verification of the numerical stability 

of the simulation model and the creation of contacts between piec-

es, the DEM method requires valid finite timestep. Contacts be-

tween pieces are superior to points, which are developed from forc-

es and moments between interacting bodies [ICG15]. 
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b. Law of Motion: The forces and moments, which are calculated dur-

ing a defined timestep, provide Newton’s law for updating positions 

and velocities for the next cycle [ICG15]. 

c. Advanced Time: The summation of the current timestep to the pre-

vious model time advances the whole model time [ICG15]. 

d. Contact Detection: The creation or deletion of contacts occurs ac-

cording to the current piece positions [ICG15]. 

e. Force Displacement: The use of a proper contact model supports 

updates for forces and moments at each contact by using the cur-

rent pieces-state [ICG15]. 

 

 

Figure 26: PFC-operation sequence that occurs during each cycle [ICG15] 

 

3. Contact models: 

PFC3D generally distinguishes between linear- and nonlinear- contact 

models [ICG15]. These models define the interaction behaviour between 

the pairings particle-particle and particle-wall. For modelling contact be-

tween particles of the waterfall scenario, the used contact model has to 

compute realistic contact behaviour within acceptable time limits. The 

frictional behaviour of the waterfall model can be considered as non-

linear and dry (Coulomb friction coefficient is required). The damping 

formulation dissipates kinetic energy (parcels do not jump back on their 

initial height when they fall on the ground). 

Start of Cycle

Timestep 

Determination

Law of Motion

Advance Time 

t:=t+dt

Contact 

Detection

Force-

Displacement 
Law
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PFC provides with the Hertz-contact model a solution that meets these 

requirements [MD53]. This model is based on a non-linear elastic law 

with viscous dashpots that can be used for impact problems like ball-ball 

and ball-facet contacts in the waterfall model. It generates normal and 

shear forces based on the theoretical analysis of smooth, elastic spheres in 

frictional contact. The model properties including the keywords for de-

scribing this kind of contact model are listed in Table 5 [ICG15]. The 

Hertz group is listed in red background and the dashpot group in green. 

 

Table 5: Hertz model properties [ICG15] 

Keyword Symbol Description Type Range 

hz_shear G Shear Modulus [stress] FLT [0, +∞) 

hz_poiss ν Poisson’s ratio [-] FLT [0, +∞) 

fric µ Friction coefficient [-] FLT [0, +∞) 

hz_mode Ms 
Shear-force scaling mode [-] 

	 0: � �������1: ������� �� ������ 
INT {0;1} 

hz_alpha α Exponent [-] FLT [0, +∞) 

hz_slip s Slip state [-] 
BOO

L 

{false, 

true} 

hz_force Fh Hertz force [force] VEC R3 

dp_nratio βn Normal critical damping ratio [-] FLT [0, 1] 

dp_sratio βs Shear critical damping ratio [-] FLT [0, 1] 

dp_mode Md 

Dashpot mode [-] 

� 0: ������ ������1: � ������2: � �ℎ��� �� !��� �" � = 13: � $���  ��� 1 ��� 2  
INT {0;1;2;3} 

dp_force Fd Dashpot force [force] VEC R3 

 

Figure 27 displays the current in PFC3D implemented Hertz model that 

is described by Cundall [CUN88]. This model uses two spring-dashpot re-

sponses and a Coulomb friction coefficient µ for producing accurate rests 

between two particles. The first spring-dashpot response is used for nor-

mal contact between particles and/or facets (geometry), the second one for 
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tangential- and rolling-friction interaction and µ is used for shear interac-

tions. This model uses the initial shear modulus that depends on normal 

force. This fact leads to the result that this model “does not reproduce the 

continuous nonlinearity in shear” [ICG15]. That leads to the assumption 

of a finite sized contact area (relatively small compared with the radii of 

curvature from the contacting pieces). The contact momentum is equal ze-

ro (no relative rotation of the interface) and the contact force is the sum 

from Hertzian- and dashpot-components [ICG15]. 

 

 

Figure 27: Rheological components and behaviour of the Hertz-model [ICG15]. 

 

4. Implementation issues: 

The following six phases take place in modelling with discrete elements. 

The first step contains the particle generation including the definition of a 

model domain as boundary and initial conditions. The second step in-

cludes the determination of contacts between particles and between parti-

cles and boundaries. Step three deals with the calculation of forces and 

moments of all particles, step four calculates afterwards accelerations, ve-

locities, displacements and rotations of all particles. The new positions 

are calculated in the fifth step, before the last step repeats step two to five 

with the predefined timestep until the stop criterion is achieved. The 

PFC3D implementation in Figure 28 is based on those six phases in order 

to set up an appropriate simulation model. 
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Figure 28: General solution procedure [ICG15] 

 

5. Clump logic: 

The positions xi and radii Ri of pebbles define a surface ({xi, Ri}; i =1, 2,.., 

n) in PFC3D whereby a collection of n rigid spherical pebbles produces a 

clump. Their motion (translation and rotation {v, w}) obeys the equations 

of motion which makes existing mass properties, loading- and velocity- 

conditions necessary. For specification of clump attributes and pebble 

properties, it requires appropriate “clump attribute” and “clump property” 

commands [ICG15]. This clump logic is used for the implementation of 

the parcels in subchapter 3.2.2. Figure 34 gives a closer look on the clump 

replication for generating parcels in the waterfall model. 
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6. General wall logic: 

A wall is a “manifold surface composed of triangular facets” [ICG15]. A 

triangular mesh of n facets ({F(i)}; i=1,2,..,n) constructs a wall, each facet 

is a piece that is assembled of three edges ({Ek(i)}; k=1…3) (see Figure 29). 

The three vertices ({Vk(i)}; k=1…3) that are describing a facet have to be 

unique and they are oriented so that the normal (n(i)) of the facet is de-

fined by the right-hand rule. The perpendiculars (normal to each facet of 

the wall) are aligned consistently with neighbouring facets or those shar-

ing a common edge or vertex (e.g., “a point traversing directly above/below 

a faceted wall is above/below the facet closest to the traversal point except 

near wall boundaries” [ICG15]). 

 

%&'( = )*+&'(, *-&'(./*+&'(, *-&'(/   
 

The surface properties of a wall can be specified independently for each 

facet. Walls can translate and rotate (defined by {v,w}, the generalized ve-

locity v and angular velocity, or spin w of the wall about the reference 

point). Wall motion does not obey the equations of motion. In case of de-

formation, then independent translational velocities can be applied to 

each vertex ({v(k)}k=1,2,…,n → these values are specified directly). Wall de-

formation must preserve the manifold nature of the wall. Figure 29 shows 

a depiction of a wall facet from above [ICG15]. 
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Figure 29: Depiction of a wall facet (viewed from above) [ICG15] 
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 Implementation of the Waterfall Model 3.2.2

In order to assess the overall accuracy of a measure, it is necessary to generate a 

reference model. The reference model represents an ideal model with a target 

value. The comparison of the calculated characteristic number with the value of 

the reference model allows an assessment. If both values fit together, it will be 

an indicator that the parameters were set correctly.  The reference model is cre-

ated from reflections and therefore it presents potential errors, so steps are re-

quired to minimize the risk ([HEK05]; [PBF+06]). 

The aim of the implemented simulation model is the computation of parcels’ 

volume centres’ after they fell down from a vertical gap of two subsequent belt 

conveyors (waterfall height = 0,45m). Figure 30 shows a 3D-view of the imple-

mented waterfall model with descriptions of the individual component parts. 

The practical of this master thesis is focused on the motion behaviour of parcels 

during 3D-singulation. The implemented waterfall model is assembled with two 

rigid deflectors and control barriers on the lower belt conveyor. These compo-

nents are in brackets because they do not directly affect the motion behaviour of 

parcels during singulation from 3D to 2D, but they illustrate the possible im-

plementation from 3D- to 1D-singulation.  

 

Domain

(Deflectors)

UpperConveyorBelt

LowerConveyorBeltRight

LowerConveyorBeltLeft

(ControlBarrier2)

(ControlBarrier1)

SideFence

Parcel1

Parcel2

Parcel3

Parcel4

WaterfallConstraint

 

Figure 30: Waterfall model  
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Figure 31 outlines the fundamental properties of the “Base” for the waterfall 

scenario. This extract from PFC3D-code in appendix 8.2.1 defines disturbance 

variables, model domain and the contact model assignment table (cmat). The 

selection of simulation parameters is explained in chapter 3.3, the dimension of 

the domain depends on the required geometry and the cmat-command controls 

the assignment of the Hertz-model and their associated properties between 

“pebble-pebble” (parcel-parcel) and “pebble-facet” (parcel-ground). 

 

 

Figure 31: Data file “Base” of PFC3D code 

 

The parts “LowerConyeyorBeltLeft”, “LowerConyeyorBeltRight”, “UpperCo-

nyeorBelt” and “WaterfallConstraint” are created with the geometry polygon 

command. A list composed of edges, nodes and positions can be used for creation 

of a polygon. Figure 32 illustrates an example of a polygon generation, the wall 

“LowerConveyorBeltLeft” is implemented by four points. The variable c2x 

stands for the belt length of the upper conveyor and c1x for the length of the 

conveyor on the bottom. The bottom conveyor is divided into two polygons for 

simulating an split inclined belt conveyor, which pushes the parcels to the side 

fence. All four points of this polygon have the z-coordinate h which represents 

the fall height. Defined variables in the data file “Parameter” (appendix 8.2.2) 

can be called by the symbol @. 
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Figure 32: Generation of a polygon 

 

Figure 33 is a blueprint of a parcel generation. This example exhibits the im-

plementation of the lowest parcel in the parcel tower with a cuboid shape within 

the domain 0 0.4 0 0.31 0.005 0.145, a volume of 0.4*0.31*0.14 (according Table 

2: medium), a mass of eight kilograms and the resulting density (mass/density). 

By the creation of a clump from a variety of pebbles, the “clump template” com-

mand contains a surface description and visualisation properties. The “bub-

blepack ratio” characterises the ratio of the smallest to largest pebble in the 

clump, the “distance” defines the pebble distribution (value of 140 generates a 

pretty smooth surface) and the default “radfactor” of 1.05 limits the pebble over-

lapping with surrounding surfaces. Clump templates assume that parcels get an 

evenly distributed density and the inertia has to reflect this condition [ICG15]. 

 

 

Figure 33: Generation of parcels 

 

Figure 34 exposes the creation of a clump from a template by the help of the 

“clump replicate” command. Prerequisite for the successful implementation of 

the waterfall model is that every replicated clump has to fall entirely within the 

predefined model domain; otherwise the simulation loop will be interrupted. 

Every parcel clump gets a continuously available “id” with associated density 

“@den1to4” from parcel generation in Figure 33. This “density” keyword avoids 

that the clumps get an unevenly distributed density. The keyword “position” 

sets all four parcel-clumps on their centre of gravity from which they can then 
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be extracted to their shape. The keyword “axis” specifies the z-axis as that axis 

about which to rotate the clumps. The first clump is aligned perpendicular to the 

x-axis (“angle 0”), the other three clumps are positioned transversely (“angle 

90”) to the first one. For avoiding wedging between clumps and the pairing 

clump-facet, the z-coordinates of all parcel-clumps were moved slightly upward 

to create minimal gaps in between. 

 

 

Figure 34: Clump replication for parcels 

 

For displaying the individual positions of all four investigated parcels, the im-

plementation of the “Finder” is necessary (see Figure 35). Each position provides 

the x-, y- and z-coordinate of every single parcel and includes additional infor-

mation about the velocity of each clump. For finding a clump, the syntax 

“cp=clump.find(id)” must be used whereby “cp” is returning the clump pointer 

and “id” is arguing clump identification. The syntax for finding positions and 

velocities work identically. The statement “whilestepping” causes the execution 

of the loop; the statement “end” terminates the loop. 

 

 

Figure 35: Definition of finder  
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For the computation from all twelve parcel coordinates of additional 64 test runs 

in attached Table 19 (see appendix 8.2.6), the implementation of the output file 

is required (see Figure 36). The output file lists the simulation run number, the 

three most important influencing factors (Shear Modulus, coefficients of friction 

between parcel-parcel and parcel-ground; see DoE design in subchapter 4.1.1) 

and the four simulated coordinates from each of the four examined parcel cen-

tres (see Table 19). The real time of one singulation loop is set to 1.8 seconds 

(see program code: parameter in appendix 8.2.2); PFC3D has required approxi-

mately seven minutes for computing one simulation run. 

 

 

Figure 36: Output definition 
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3.3 Design of Experiments (DoE) 

The DoE method has a comprehensive character because it is focused on the 

simultaneous analysis of several factors, this approach excludes that not only a 

favourite factor after another is examined. This statistical test setup is used for 

analysing complex problems with more factors on different levels. By using or-

thogonally fields (see chapter 4.1.1) it is possible to reduce the simulation effort. 

Instead of testing each factor individually, the DoE approach makes it possible 

to vary the factors with each other ([KLE13]; [SBH10]). 

DoE investigates the effect of control variables under the influence of disturb-

ance variables. This statistical approach has the objective to recognize effects of 

control parameters and to optimize the quality feature (target value). Figure 37 

exhibits the parameter diagram of any DoE. If this qualitative system descrip-

tion contains fundamental errors, no experimental procedure leads to a repeata-

ble solution and no statistician can adjust failures of this essential requirement. 

At first, it is essential selecting process factors for the study and determining 

objectives of an experiment [SBH10]: 
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Figure 37: Parameter diagram [SBH10] 
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• Influenceable parameters (control variables): Influenceable factors can be 

machine settings, composition of its raw materials or process adjust-

ments. For these parameters, the optimal setting is sought which makes 

the process robust against interference [SBH10]. Influencing factors are 

able to change target values; therefore, the step of problem analysis and 

identification of influencing factors takes a lot of time within a DoE. 

 

• Not modifiable parameters (disturbance variables): Either these quanti-

ties cannot be affected or they are simply too expensive to ensure constant 

conditions (e.g. humidity, ambient temperatures). The target value and 

the process should be insensitive against these disturbances and the ex-

perimental procedure implies that disturbance variables have to vary 

[SBH10]. This step in DoE-procedure contains the parameter reduction, 

weighting and selection of influencing factors. 

 

Figure 38 displays the three fundamental phases during DoE approach, each of 

them contain five points. Many of these points are applied on the waterfall sce-

nario in the following subsections from 3.3.1 to 3.3.3 [SBH10]. 
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Figure 38: Three phases of the DoE-approach [SBH10] 
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Figure 39 illustrates the procedure of statistical experimental design that is ap-

plied to the waterfall model. This procedure gives an overview of the executed 

activities during DoE-approach. The different parameters undergo at the begin-

ning a screening and then follows a deeper investigation of some chosen param-

eters. The procedure for preparation of the experimental design can be broken 

down into steps description of the initial situation, definition of the study objec-

tive, definition of the target and influence factors and determination of factor 

levels. If the final experimental design is on hand, the execution of the tests pro-

vides experimental results (PFC3D) and by means of statistical evaluation obeys 

an interpretation whether the desired examination target already achieved or 

whether another attempt planning step is necessary ([KLE13]; [WIE11]). 

 

 

Figure 39: Experimental design structure [WIE11]  
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 Qualitative System Description 3.3.1

The following points give a closer look on the qualitative system description for 

the implementation of the waterfall scenario. 

 

1. Problem analysis, identification of influencing factors (3D-singulation): 

The parameter classification for the alignment procedure requires the def-

inition of appropriate system boundaries. For the qualitative description 

of the singulation degree, it is necessary to implement a successful gaps 

counter. With the help of control rooms it should be possible to count the 

gaps between the packages. Following input parameters have to be con-

sidered for this model: 

 

• vertical gap between two subsequent belt conveyors (waterfall 

height) for singulation from 3D to 2D 

• coefficient of friction (corrugate cardboard, phenolic paper, steel) 

between the pairings parcel-parcel and parcel-ground 

• damping coefficient 

• stiffness coefficient 

• required time of singulation 

• conveying speed 

• time of singulation procedure (for one simulation run) 

• deflector angle for singulation from 2D to 1D 

• parcel dimensions (mass=4g...40kg, side length = 100mm...1.4m) 

• number of parcels in the parcel tower 

 

Figure 40 assigns these features to variable- and fixed-input parameters 

that influence the result “singulation degree”. This result represents the 

quality characteristic of the “theoretical model”, which cannot be so easily 

implemented in PFC3D. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce a substi-

tute variable like an offset analysis of a “motion behaviour” that will be 

described in the following sub-item two. 
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Figure 40: Schematic representation of the system “Singulation“ 

 

The settings of factors are called factor levels. Each factor is tested on at 

least two different levels. The steps are specified conditions or circum-

stances for the respective factors’ setting. The effect of a factor depends on 

the setting of levels and the distances between the factor levels [SBH10]. 

 

2. Description of characteristic target value (quality characteristic): 

Every system has one or several functions. The fulfilment of these func-

tions is shown in measurable outcomes; positive outputs are also called 

quality characteristics. A system has been analysed through its quality 

characteristics. In practice, there is used more than one quality character-

istic to cover all requirements. Different quality characteristics are non-

critical and can be registered and evaluated independently [SBH10]. 

Quality characteristics are normally continuous dimensions. In some cas-

es, the use of an auxiliary quantity is required for describing the digital 

system performance. In case of the waterfall scenario, the quality charac-

teristic “position offset” represents the auxiliary quantity because the im-

plementation of the singulation degree (SD) is too abstract and complex 

(see outlook 6.2). 
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Position offset analysis: 

The objective of this approach is the description of a quality charac-

teristic through computation of parcels’ volume centres in PFC3D 

and comparison of simulated values with experimental investiga-

tion of real case waterfall scenario. Following formula determines 

an overall position offset from each parcel by adding each deviation 

in x-, y- and z- direction. Every single deviation in each direction is 

equal to the difference between simulation output and the specific 

average mean of the measurements from real attempts in Table 16. 

 ""��� ∶= |∆�3|  
= 45!�6789 − !�6�;<=>? + 5!�A789 − !�A�;<=>? + &!�B789 − !�B�;<=(? 

 

Table 17 (appendix) lists all offsets from each of the four parcels of 

the parcel tower that are calculated by the help of this formula. 

 

3. Influencing factors due to model implementation: 

This section gives a closer look on the target- and influencing parameters 

which impact the quality of the simulated model. Therefore, the use of a 

proper tool for quality control is necessary. Ishikawa (or Fishbone) dia-

grams are cause and effect diagrams that show the different causes of a 

specific event. This diagram type consists of one straight line that is at-

tached to the problem statement (effect). The rest of the fishbone is made 

up of “bones”, which are represented by several lines that coming out ver-

tically from the main line. The logistic industry labels these branches ac-

cording the “six Ms’” [KAN15]. 

Incorrect parameter settings from following four factors cause deviations 

of “position offset analysis” that compares the positions of parcels centres’ 

between simulated and manually measured experiments (see Figure 41). 

The implemented Hertz-model (see point three of chapter 3.2.1) uses the-

se factors for describing the contact behaviour in the waterfall model. 

Therefore, these simulation-relevant values must be implemented proper-
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ly so that the spatial motion behaviour of the parcels is reproduced as re-

alistically as possible. The aim must be to keep the effect “Position Offset” 

as small as possible. 

 

Position Offset

Material pairing:

(parcel-parcel, parcel-ground)

Energy dissipation

Material pairing:

(parcel-parcel, parcel-ground)

Used material

Mass of parcels

Waterfall height

Moving dirction
Static or dynamic friction

Dry friction

Dry friction damping

Material pairing:

(parcel-parcel, parcel-ground)

Used material

Waterfall height

 

Figure 41: Ishikawa-diagram from “position offset” analyses 

 

Table 6 summarizes all causes from effect “position offset”, which have to 

be considered for building the simulation model. Especially the classifica-

tion of the friction coefficient between parcel-parcel and parcel-ground 

must be considered for the waterfall model implementation in PFC3D. 

 

Table 6: Screening of influencing factors for PFC3D implementation 

Target Value Factors 

Position offset 

Shear Modulus 

Coefficient of friction 

Damping coefficient 

Poisson’s ratio 
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 Factor Screening 3.3.2

This phase within a DoE-approach describes methods for parameter reduction, 

weighting and selection of influencing factors. Screening means vanning and 

thinning out from a broad range of factors, which have an impact on the charac-

teristic target value of a system. The screening design refers to an experimental 

plan that is intended to catch the few significant factors from a pool of many po-

tential ones. The primary purpose is to identify significant main effects rather 

than less important interaction effects. This procedure has the big advantage of 

minimizing the number of runs required in the procedure. The most frequently 

used DoE-designs are full- or fractional-factorial designs. The fractional factorial 

experimental design has the advantage of less experimental effort compared to 

full factorial experimental design [SBH10]. The following paragraphs give a 

closer look on the applied full factorial design for the waterfall scenario. 

 

1. Parameter selection: 

This step contains the factor selection for the experimental procedure. 

Basic rule for this procedure is the selection of favourites from a large list 

of relevant factors and not to choose the first available factors. For the 

statistical DoE a rough classification of parameters in two assemblies is 

enough: factors, which are tested and remaining parameters, that are ob-

served and kept constant. Factors have to be adjusted specifically and re-

peatable. It has to be guaranteed, that diverse combinations in experi-

mental designs do not exclude each other [SBH10]. Closer definitions of 

the terms parameter and factor are listed in following two paragraphs: 

 

a. Parameter: The quantity of all inputs is called parameter. Even if 

it is possible to analyse just a few number of inputs at the begin-

ning, it is advisable to create a complete listing of parameters right 

from the start for fixing all priorities and supporting the following 

test runs. This consideration of possible influencing parameters 

was carried out in the system “singulation” (see Figure 40) and in 

the parameter screening due to model implementation. The variety 
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of recognised parameters cannot be implemented entirely into the 

simulated waterfall model. Therefore, the less important parame-

ters have to be screened out. That affects especially the damping 

coefficient and the Poisson ratio; both parameters could be consid-

ered as constant when they are set to a reasonable level. If a parcel 

is dropped to the ground, it does not jump back to its original 

height (energy dissipation). This effect allows the conclusion that a 

sensibly high setting of damping coefficient (DP = 0.9) minimises 

interactions of this parameter on the system (see program code in 

appendix 8.2.2). The Poisson ratio can be regarded as negligibly 

small in the implemented waterfall model (see Table 7) [KLE13]. 

 

b. Factors: The parameters that are included in the experimental de-

sign are called factors and represent a selected subset. It is obvious 

to choose factors, which have measurable effects on the system. In 

case of doubt it is advisable to test a bigger number of factors. Pre-

liminary studies in PFC3D (e.g. observation of a parcel that falls 

from a vertical gap and hits the ground) has shown that Shear 

Modulus and the coefficients of friction between parcel-parcel and 

parcel-ground have the largest impact on the quality characteristic 

“position offset” in the waterfall scenario. The value ranges of these 

three influencing factors have to be established within borders, 

where simulated and measured parcel volume centres correlate 

with each other. This requirement needs the definition of factor 

levels and the number of adjustment levels in the experimental de-

sign that will be mentioned in the next points [KLE13]. 

 

2. Screening plan: 

In full factorial designs, the factors are examined on at least two factor 

levels, which are referred with the normalized values plus/minus one. In 

the waterfall experiment, all factor levels of the various factors (factor A = 

Shear Modulus, factor B = coefficient of friction between parcel-parcel, 

factor C = coefficient of friction between parcel-ground) are combined and 
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that leads to 43 individual experiments (64 simulation runs) if the inves-

tigation starts with three factors and four factor levels. The advantage of 

this experimental design is that all factor effects and interactions can be 

estimated independently. The disadvantage is that the number of investi-

gated factors of the test scope increases strongly. Full factorial designs 

are preferably used if there is no prior knowledge of the products or pro-

cesses which are to optimize and the dependencies of the factors are mu-

tually unclear. Usually two factor levels are used for a linear full factorial 

design and three for a cubic one. Figure 42 constitutes the cube for the 

quartic experimental design with three factors whereby the green balls 

represent the resulting 64 simulation runs [KLE13]. 
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Figure 42: Full factorial design for three factors  
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3. Establishing of factor levels: 

For DoE-preparation, the allocation of adjustment levels for influencing 

factors is required. Every factor must be tested on at least two levels. The 

levels are determined states or issues for the particular factor adjust-

ment. The effect is depending on the level interval. A small interval is at-

tended by small effect. At the beginning, big level intervals are better and 

variation of many factors can cause great changes for the system. Every 

factor should be set within realistic ranges of values [SBH10]. 

For the investigation of parcel singulation processes, it is necessary to de-

termine the material characteristics of cardboard and the behaviour in 

combination to the material of the used ground (wood). The Shear Modu-

lus G (hz_shear) for cardboard is only a fraction compared to this material 

constant of wood. Table 7 lists the values for both materials [POH08]. 

 

Table 7: Constraints of values for simulation in PFC3D [POH08] 

Material Properties Cardboard Wood Unit 

Shear Modulus 90 800 [N/mm2] 

Poisson’s ratio ~0 ~0 [-] 

Coefficient of sliding friction:  

parcel-ground 
 

0.2…0.4 

 

0.2…0.4 

 

[-] 
parcel-parcel 

 

These values represent guiding values, however, it is quite common for 

simulations using different values [PBF+06]. Values for cardboard are 

certainly too low, because the parcel box was filled with wood pellets. This 

circumstance leads to the assumption that the values for the influencing 

factor levels have to be fixed somewhere between the guiding values for 

cardboard and wood. The quality of the factor levels selection determines 

later the matching of simulated and manually measured volume centres 

from all four parcels in the parcel tower. 

Figure 43 outlines the parameter implementation from PFC3D code in 

appendix 8.2.2. Respectively 16 simulation runs on each of the four factor 
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levels according to each of the three determined influencing factors are 

examined for the DoE investigation. That leads in total to 64 simulation 

runs which must be computed in PFC3D. The exact experimental design 

is listed in Table 10 in chapter 4.1.1. A closer look on the experimental 

design clarifies the definition of three variables (“DisturbanceVariables”) 

and the setting of three variables on four factor levels (“SetDisturbance-

Variables”) that causes a four by four matrix (3, 4). 

 

 

Figure 43: Implementation of factor levels in PFC3D 
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4. Description model: 

Main effect and interaction quantify the impact of the factors to the quali-

ty characteristic. The result is an equation which does not explain the 

underlying physical phenomenon but quantifies the correlations. A linear 

describing model with three factors could be [SBH10]: 

 � =  �C + �D�6 +  �?E? +  �FEF +  �D?EDE? + �DFEDEF + �?FE?EF + G 

 

It gives for every combination of input x1, x2 and x3 an approximate value 

of the quality characteristic y. The variables c0…c23 are absolute terms in 

the model, the deviation G is small in an appropriate model, compared to 

the variation of quality characteristic. For an optional number of factors 

yields the equation for the specification model analogue [SBH10]. 

 

� =  �C + H �8E8
�I

8JD + H H �8KE8EK +�I
KJ8LD

�IMD
8JD G 

 

The number of model constants rises with each factor at the amount of 

factors. The summation of all factors results the total number of model 

constants [SBH10]. 

 �9 = 1 +  ∑ 1�I8JD         with        �98 =  �98MD +  �OP 
 

The linear description model is very useful, because it describes a huge 

number of factors in a simple way. If the step sizes between the levels are 

not too big, the linearization shows good results [SBH10]. 
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 Detailed Investigation and Evaluation 3.3.3

The evaluation of parameters is executed through the analysis of relationships, 

which are based on correlations. If it is crucial to investigate the relationship 

between two metric (e.g. between disturbing variables and offsets) parameters, 

it’s fundamental to calculate a correlation. A correlation consists of a correlation 

coefficient and a p-value. The correlation coefficient indicates the strength and 

direction of the relationship, it lies in the interval between minus and plus one. 

The p-value indicates whether the correlation coefficient is significantly differ-

ent from zero, so if there is a significant relationship. In most cases, p values 

less than five per cent (0.05) are designated as statistically significant. There 

are various correlation coefficients, which are used at different data. In this 

study, the Pearson- and Spearman- correlation coefficient are discussed more in 

detail ([HEK05]; [KEL13]): 

 

1. The Pearson correlation coefficient r is a dimensionless measure of the 

degree of linear correlation between two minimum interval scaled fea-

tures. It can take values between minus and plus one and is applicable 

only for normally distributed data. At a value of plus one (or minus one), 

there is a completely positive (or negative) linear relationship between 

the observed characteristics. If the correlation coefficient has a value of 

zero, two characteristics are totally linear independent. Regardless, both 

characteristics can depend on each other in a nonlinear manner, so the 

correlation coefficient is not an appropriate measure for the pure stochas-

tic interdependency of characteristics.  This correlation coefficient is the 

arithmetic mean of the products of the standardized variable pairs. The 

standard deviations Sxx. Syy and Sxy are the sums of squared deviations 

([HEK05]; [KRÄ03]): 

 

� = Q6ARQ6QA 
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STU
TV 6 = Q6AQ66 A = Q6AQAA

→  6 A = Q6A?Q66QAA ≡ �? 

 Q6A = &ED − E̿(&�D − �Z( + &E? − E̿(&�? − �Z( + ⋯ + &E� − E̿(&�� − �Z( Q66 = &ED − E̿(? + &E? − E̿(? + ⋯ + &E� − E̿(? QAA = &�D − �Z(? + &�? − �Z(? + ⋯ + &�� − �Z(? 

 

2. The Spearman's rank correlation coefficient ρ is a parameter free meas-

ure of correlations, which means it measures how well an arbitrary mono-

tonic function can describe the relationship between two variables with-

out making any assumptions about the probability distribution of the in-

volved variables. Unlike the Pearson correlation coefficient it does not re-

quire the assumption that the relationship between the variables is line-

ar, this kind of coefficient is robust against outliers [HEK05]. 

 

\ = 1 − 6 ∑ �8?8�&�? − 1( 

 �8 = ���^&E8( − ���^&�8( 

 

Basically, the Spearman correlation differs from Pearson correlation only by 

conversion of values to ranks before the coefficients could be computed. This 

kind of analysis is not required for the waterfall model; therefore, the validation 

is based on Pearson correlation. A value close to minus one indicates a strong 

negative relationship. A value close to one indicates a strong positive relation-

ship. No relationship exists when the value is close to zero. Table 8 lists a more 

detailed assessment of Pearson correlation coefficient [KRÄ03]. The data for the 

position offset analysis in the waterfall model are normally distributed (see 

chapter 5.4); therefore, this rating is applied to the Pearson correlation coeffi-

cient (see chapter 4.1.2). Thus, the relationship between the factors can be clas-

sified due to the colours that show the strength of a certain correlation. 
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Table 8: Rating of correlation coefficients [KRÄ03] 

Correlation coefficients Rating 

│r│< 0,2 very low correlation 

0,2 ≤│r│< 0,5 low correlation 

0,5 ≤│r│< 0,7 medium correlation 

0,7 ≤│r│< 0,9 high correlation 

0,9 ≤│r│≤ 1 very high correlation 

 

The smallest variation, i.e. the highest robustness of the process due to influ-

ences of variations of disturbing parameters is achieved when the control varia-

bles are provided on those steps, on which each variable causes the smallest 

standard deviation. The impact of a factor to the system is indicated through the 

effect. The effect means the difference between two arithmetic means, the 

arithmetic mean by the adjustment plus (+) and the arithmetic adjustment by 

the adjustment minus (-). The effect quantifies the median registered variation 

of the quality characteristic by the change of the factor adjustment from plus to 

minus. This procedure is called method of contrast. Four independent transi-

tions happen for each factor [SBH10]. 

 

The effect for factor A (Shear Modulus) is calculated by: 

 

_̀ = �? +  �a + �b + �c4 −  �D + �F + �e + �f4  

 

For factor B ((coefficient of friction between parcel-parcel) the same experi-

mental data is used, in another grouping: 

 

_g = �F +  �a + �f +  �c4 −  �D + �? + �e + �b4  

  

The same results of the effect for factor C (coefficient of friction between parcel-

ground): 
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_h = �e +  �b + �f +  �c4 − �D + �? + �F + �F4  

 

The interaction of effects indicates the median changing of quality characteris-

tics as a result of level variation. It does not preclude, that a dependency exists 

to the initial state. If the effect of a factor depends on the adjustment of another 

factor, there exists an interaction or an effect of interaction. To define an effect 

of a factor conceptually, it is also called main effect [SBH10]. 

The first two phases of the DoE approach in Figure 38 have been dealt with 

most of the sub-items from the third phase. Therefore, it will considered only the 

term “optimization” for the last phase that explains more or less the regression 

analysis for the experimental investigation of the waterfall scenario. 

 

Optimization by linear regression: 

It is not advisable the use complex simulation models for analysis of tech-

nical systems because they require enormous computation capacity. Meta-

models offer significant shorter calculating periods which is particularly 

useful in this case and they approximate with sufficiently exact results 

the complex simulation model. Meta-models are made of known data 

points and the more data points are used, the more precise the meta-

model works. The meta-models are built up of data which were taken out 

of a test field that has been designed for computer experiments. These 

test fields are constructed in a way, that the generated data supply a 

maximum amount of information with minimum number of trials. This 

enables them to create enough information to display linear as well as 

complex correlations between input variable (factor) of a model and the 

output variable which has to be analysed ([SBH10]; [HEK05]). 

Local and global procedures are distinguished. Local procedures, like 

“Kriging” approximate the searched functional value � through an un-

known factor combination EC  via data points in a predefined area 

aroundEC. Global procedures like artificial neural networks build up a me-

ta-model which bases on all data points. 
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For meta-model generation, algorithms are used which do not need any 

explicit specifications of the expected correlations and are able to assimi-

late to the complexity of the system [HEK05]. 

For a variety of analysis and development tasks linear regression is used 

to produce meta-models. Siebertz argues in his book that linear regres-

sion provides sufficiently exact meta-models with minimum computing 

time, when all fundamental correlations between input and output varia-

ble are known [SBH10]. 

 

The general linear regression model has following form: 

 �8 =  $C + $D E8D +  $? E8? + ⋯ +  $�IE8�I + G8 
 

The output y is the variable that has to be analysed, E8D … E8�I are inde-

pendent factors which do influence y. $D … . $�I   are unknown constants 

which are determined by the measured data to adapt the linear regres-

sion model. The term  G is a random error which represents the part of the 

described system that can´t be explained by the linear regression model.  

The expected value of G is above all �� observances (data points) is zero &G|E( = 0 . Furthermore all G8  of the data points 1, … , �� are independently 

from each other and have an unknown variance l��&G|E( = m? [SBH10]. 

In general the linear regression model is represented like this: 

 

�8 = H $KE8K + G8
�I

KJC ���ℎ E8C ≡ 1 

 

For determining the constants $C, … , $�I the method of least squares must 

be applied. This method minimises the sum of the squared deviations be-

tween the veritable data point �8 and the prediction of the linear regres-

sion model �n8 [SBH10]: 
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Q&$( =  H o�8 − H E8K$K
�I

KJD p?�q
8JD  

 Q&$( =  &� − r$(´ &� − r$( 

 

The derivative of Q&$( with respect to $ is: 

 r´� =  r`r$ 

 

Is r`r invertible the coefficients $ can be estimated: 

 $u =  5r´r>MDr´� 

 

The variance of G can be determined as follows: 

 

vw? =  ∑ �8 − �n8�q8JD�� − �O − 1 =  ∑ )�8 − ∑ E8K$uK�IKJC .�q8JD �� − �O − 1  

 

For the verification of the validity and prediction accuracy of a linear re-

gression model, the divergences between measured data points and the 

predictions of the linear regression model are analysed, so called residual: �8 =  �8 − �n8 [SBH10]. 

The residuals have to evenly vary over all data points and have to have 

adequate minimal absolute values for analysis. Beside the choice of used 

factors and meaningful variables as well as the used kind of model, the 

verification of the produced meta-model is one of the most important 

steps in generation of meta-models. The verification can be achieved via 

the approximation accuracy of additional data points which were not used 

to create the meta-model or with the help of cross-validation. This proce-

dure leaves out data points for using them later on for verification 

([SBH10]; [HEK05]). 
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3.4 Sensitivity Analysis 

Mathematical models of real systems (e.g. medical, physical) are usually based 

to a variety of complex, non-linear and coupled equation systems. A prerequisite 

for a meaningful analysis of these equations is a comprehensive understanding 

of the influence of the variance of the input variables x on the variance of the 

observed output variables y. The term sensitivity analysis investigates the rela-

tionship between the variance of the input parameters x = (x1,...,xfn) and the var-

iance of the output parameters y, basically it can be distinguished into following 

three areas [SBH10]: 

 

• Factor Screening determines the qualitative impact of input variables on 

an output variable. This procedure is mainly used to distinguish between 

significant and non-significant factors, whereby no quantitative charac-

teristic numbers are determined. For the practice in the industry is only a 

qualitative comparison of different factors relevant which makes a deeper 

consideration of this range irrelevant [SBH10]. 

 

• Local Sensitivity Analysis examines the influence of factors for a given 

function value of the output variable y (for example the local optimum). 

The examination checks basically how small changes in the factor set-

tings affect the output variables. With this method it is possible to per-

form stability analysis (robustness) for selected factor combinations 

[SBH10]. 

 

• Global Sensitivity Analysis determines the influence of factors in varia-

tion throughout their domain. This method helps to gain a better under-

standing of the different factors in a model and to compare these with 

each other simultaneously. Figure 44 illustrates the basic procedure of 

the global sensitivity analysis [SBH10]. 
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Figure 44: Global sensitivity analysis [SBH10] 

 

Various factors (x1,...,xfn) have equal or different distributions, depending on the 

used deterministic model, variances of the input factors affect the resulting em-

pirical variance of the output variable y. The global sensitivity analysis deter-

mines the ratio of each input factor xj on the output variable y. Thus, a compari-

son of the significance of various factors for the output variable y is possible. The 

waterfall scenario will be examined with this kind of assessment. The three ex-

amined influencing factors are tested for their influence on the output variable 

“position offset” between measured and simulated parcel centres [SBH10]. 

 

3.5 Artificial Neural Networks 

Simulation of parcel singulation processes present a cheap option in improving 

consisting conveying equipment compared to conventional test stands 

[FWL+15]. The simulation of complex singulation processes also requires high 

computation times. Therefore, the application of a forecasting tool is required 

that analyses existing simulation models from specific singulation scenarios and 

predicts probable outputs from input data sets which were not explicitly tested 

on those factor levels. 

The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) approach is applied for the waterfall mod-

el with the target of forecasting parcel offsets when the levels of disturbance 

variables are not at the same factor levels as they were simulated. The simulat-
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ed data is used as training data set for the ANN for identifying relationships 

between input (Shear Modulus, Coefficients of friction) and output variables 

(position offsets from parcels). By weighing of the different input parameters it 

shall be feasible to conclude on parcels’ volume centres’ even disturbing parame-

ters are not set on their defined factor levels. 

An ANN is assembled from biological nervous systems that are performing in 

parallel. This biological nervous system builds the basic principle for neurons, 

which largely determine the network function. By modifying and adapting of 

values from the connections (weights) between these artificial elements, it is 

possible to train an ANN in an appropriate manner to perform a particular func-

tion. By comparison of a sufficient quantity of input/target pairs, it is attainable 

to train the ANN until the network output matches the target. The process of 

training neural networks is processed by tuning the values of weights and bias-

es until the network performance reaches an optimum [DB04]. 

Figure 45 illustrates this procedure of comparison between output and target, 

the main challenge of this approach is the determination of a sufficiently large 

data set for ensuring an adequate training [DB04]. 

 

 

Figure 45: Basic structure of Artificial Neural Networks [DB04] 
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 Implementation of Neural Networks in Matlab 3.5.1

The work flow for the neural network design process has seven primary steps. 

These steps include the application of ANN to the waterfall model and their im-

plementation: 

 

1. Data collection: Data for function fitting problems are set up for a neural 

network by organizing the data into two matrices, the network input ma-

trix p and the target output matrix t (see appendix 8.2.6) [HHD15]. 

 

2. Network creation: The next step includes the creation of an ANN that 

learns to forecast parcel offsets between simulated and manually meas-

ured parcel centres’. Figure 46 displays the data selection for the ANN by 

the assignment of matrices to the Neural Fitting Tool. The input matrix 

“InputFactors” consists of 64 samples of three elements (disturbance fac-

tors) that are listed in Table 18 in appendix 8.2.6. The target matrix 

“TargetsOffsetsRelative” is a 64x12 matrix that is representing static da-

ta for 64 samples of twelve elements (x-; y- and z-coordinates of parcel 

centres’ from each of the four parcels) that are listed in Table 19. 

 

 

Figure 46: Data selection for Neural Fitting Tool  
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Figure 47 illustrates the network architecture for the ANN. For this fit-

ting approach, the network is assembled of two feed-forwarded layers 

with ten neurons in the hidden layer [HHD15]. If the number of neurons 

in the hidden layer increases, it requires more computation and it is more 

likely to produce over fitting. Chapter 4.2 demonstrates that ten neurons 

in the hidden layer perform an appropriate network performance. There-

fore, no adjustment of the neurons’ number is required. Since the neural 

network starts with random initial weights, the results will differ slightly 

every time it is run [HHD15]. 

 

 

Figure 47: ANN-architecture 

 

3. Network configuration: This step deals with the examination of input and 

target data. The network's input and output sizes are set during configu-

ration in this way that inputs are matching targets. The chosen settings 

for processing inputs and outputs must be saved when the network has 

achieved its best performance. The configuration step is usually executed 

automatically when the training function is called [HHD15]. 

 

4. Weights- and biases-initialization: These properties define the network's 

modifiable parameters, its weight matrices and bias vectors. The ANN 

toolbox distinguishes between following three properties: 

 

a. Net.IW characterises the weight matrices of weights that go from 

network inputs to the layers. It is composed always of an Nl x Ni 

cell array, where Nl characterises the number of network layers 

and Ni the number of network inputs [HHD15]. 
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b. Net.LW defines the weight matrices of weights that arrive to layers 

from other layers. It is composed always of an Nl x Nl cell array, 

whereby Nl is the number of network layers [HHD15].  

 

c. Net.b describes the bias vectors for each layer with a bias. It is 

composed of an Nl × 1 cell array, where Nl represents the number of 

network layers [HHD15]. 

 

5. Network training: When weights and biases from the network are initial-

ized, the ANN is prepared for training. The common training procedure 

for multilayer networks starts with the division of the whole data set into 

three subsets. The first subset is the training set; it is used for this im-

plementation step for computing the gradient and updating the network 

weights and biases. The gradient descent illustrates the simplest training 

algorithm [DB04]. The update of network weights and biases is processed 

in direction where the performance function decreases most rapidly. The 

following formula describes this training algorithm: xk is a vector of cur-

rent weights and biases, gk is the current gradient and αk is the learning 

rate. This equation is iterated until the network converges [HHD15]: 

 ExLD = Ex − yx�x 

 

The multilayer feed forward network can be trained for function approxi-

mations like nonlinear regression. The default performance function for 

feed forward networks is represented by the mean square error (mse), the 

average squared error between the network’s outputs (a) and the target 

values (t). It is defined in the following formula ([HHD15]; [DB04]):  

 

� =  �� = 1z H&�8(?{
8JD = 1z H&�8 − �8(?{

8JD  

 

6. Network validation: The second subset is the validation set. The error on 

the validation set is checked during training. The validation error usually 
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declines during the beginning phase of training, as well as the training 

set error. Nevertheless, when the ANN starts to overfit the data, the error 

on the validation set routinely begins to rise. The network weights and 

biases are retained at the minimum of the validation set error [HHD15]. 

 

7. Use of network: After step five and six (training and testing), the ANN 

can be used to compute the network response to any input. The third sub-

set is adapted as test set, its error is not required during training, but it is 

needed for comparison of different models. It is also helpful to plot the 

test set error during the training process. A poor division of the data set 

causes the effect that “the error in the test set reaches a minimum at a 

significantly different iteration number than the error in the validation 

set” [HHD15]. ANN can be used to complement conventional statistical 

tools. If the experiments are set up properly, it is possible to minimise the 

potential for bias in the results. Figure 48 shows the percentages of the 

training-, validation- and testing-data set of the whole simulated data. 44 

samples of 64 simulation runs will be used for training (70%) and respec-

tively ten samples (15%) for validation and testing. 

 

 

Figure 48: Neural Fitting Tool  
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 Deploy Neural Network Simulink Diagrams 3.5.2

The ANN toolbox in Matlab provides a set of blocks which can be used to build 

neural networks in Simulink or for the generation of the Simulink version of 

any network that was created in Matlab. The function “gensim(net,st)” gener-

ates a block description of the created network, whereby the second argument of 

this function determines the sample time which is normally a positive real val-

ue. If a network has no delays associated with its input- and layer-weights, a 

value of minus one causes “gensim” to generate a network with continuous sam-

pling [HHD15]. 

If the input signal of the constant input block x1 changes, it is possible to simu-

late the system and to check the network’s response in y1. Figure 49 presents 

the block diagram of the Simulink editor for linear network. 

 

 

Figure 49: Simulink editor for linear network 

 

Following sample demonstrates the definition of a set of inputs p and corre-

sponding targets t. The first value of the input vector describes the Shear Modu-

lus (SP), the second one the coefficient of friction between parcel-parcel (fric1) 

and the third one the coefficient of friction between parcel-ground (fric2). It is 

the first setting of the DoE-table (Table 18 in appendix 8.2.6), all disturbance 

factors are on the first factor level one (see Table 10 in chapter 4.1.1): 
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p= [5000000000; 0.4; 0.7] 

 

The target vector provides the associated coordinates of parcels’ positions (x, y 

and z) (see Table 19 in appendix 8.2.6): 

 

t= [1.13699; 0. 741999; -0. 247852; 1. 36921; 0. 745024; -0. 339542; 

      1. 47967; 0. 709061; -0.339542; 1.73106; 0.751486; -0.336399] 

 

A double click on the constant x1 block on the left in Figure 49 enables to test 

the network. Figure 50 shows the standard constant block of the Simulink editor 

which is used to enter the values of the inputs. For network testing, the inputs 

are set to values that were not simulated at these factor levels. The Shear Mod-

ulus is set on 8e10 N/mm2, fric1 to 0.35 and fric2 to 0.9. These values are within 

the minima and maxima of the simulated factor levels of the disturbance varia-

bles, so the prognosis of parcels’ positions is much more accurate. 

 

 

Figure 50: Source block of Simulink editor 
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By selecting the menu option Simulation → Run, Simulink takes some seconds 

to simulate the system. After completion of the simulation, a double click on the 

output y1 block on the right in Figure 49 is mandatory to see the next display of 

network’s response. Figure 51 exhibits the x-, y- and z-positions of all for par-

cels, which were calculated by ANN through weighing of the input factors (see 

point four of chapter 3.5.1). The results indicate a good quality; the z-coordinates 

are in the range of -0.3 meters, the y-coordinates in the range of 0.7 meters and 

the x-coordinates are represented by the top four lines (two red and two yellow). 

The x-coordinate from parcel one is estimated at 1.1 meters and from the small-

er ones at 1.35 m, 1.65 m and 1.9 m. 

 

 

Figure 51: Output y1 block of Simulink editor 
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4 Method of the Procedure 

The direct comparison between computer based and physical experiments show 

some fundamentally different properties which are listed in Table 9 [SBH10]. If 

there is a unique relationship between input data (disturbance factors) and out-

put data (quality criteria), a system or model is called deterministic. If a system 

provides for the same input data different output data (e.g. measurement scat-

tering), the system is referred as stochastic. DEM-based simulation tools like 

PFC3D can be considered as deterministic due to avoidance of simulation loops 

with identical factor settings. Therefore, DEM-based simulation of parcels’ spa-

tial motion behaviour is an economical option for investigating large numbers of 

parcels during singulation processes. 

  

Table 9: Comparison of computer and physical experiment [SBH10] 

Computer based experiments Physical based experiments 

deterministically stochastic 

no measurement errors measurement errors 

high factor quantity low factor quantity 

flexible factor levelling limited factor levelling 

simple modification of factors 
factor modification is difficult and time 

consuming 
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4.1 Results from Waterfall Scenario Examination 

The following two subchapters 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 display the results from the con-

ceptual modelling in section 3. The influencing factors that largely control the 

quality of the simulated position offset analysis from the parcels in the simulat-

ed waterfall model compared to the measured ones. This procedure is explained 

by the DoE-design in the first subchapter 4.1.1. The second subchapter 4.1.2  

illustrates the achieved simulation quality by the help of a Pearson correlation 

plot that compares the simulated parcel centres’ with measured ones’. The re-

sults of this subchapter provide whether the simulated values display a suffi-

cient correlation with the measured ones. Chapter 4.2 outlines the results from 

ANN-application to the 3D-singulation procedure. 

 

 Full Factorial DoE-Design for Sensitivity Analysis 4.1.1

Orthogonal fields are tables for DoE-design with the instruction of parameter 

setting. Orthogonal arrays are based on the combination of each adjustment 

that was made with all other settings for creating statements with nearly statis-

tical accuracy and reduced experimental effort [SBH10]. This kind of field is 

used for describing the waterfall model by setting disturbance factors on specific 

factor levels. For the simulation of 64 test runs, three factors are varied on four 

factor levels (1, 2, 3 and 4) (see chapter 3.3). 

Table 10 depicts the DoE table for the sensitivity analysis of most important 

disturbing influences in the waterfall scenario. Shear Modulus and coefficients 

of friction between parcel-parcel and parcel-ground are tested via full factorial 

design. The compression of possible influencing factors to three disturbing influ-

ences leads to a minimization of the required simulation runs for the DoE ap-

proach. If another influencing factor (e.g. damping coefficient) is added to the 

DoE-design, the scope of simulation would be increase on 256 runs (44). The ex-

perimental effort could thus be minimized to an acceptable level. 
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Table 10: DoE-table 

 

Run Shear modulus Coeff. of friction (parcel-parcel) Coeff. of friction (parcel-ground)

1 1 1 1

2 2 1 1

3 3 1 1

4 4 1 1

5 1 2 1

6 2 2 1

7 3 2 1

8 4 2 1

9 1 3 1

10 2 3 1

11 3 3 1

12 4 3 1

13 1 4 1

14 2 4 1

15 3 4 1

16 4 4 1

17 1 1 2

18 2 1 2

19 3 1 2

20 4 1 2

21 1 2 2

22 2 2 2

23 3 2 2

24 4 2 2

25 1 3 2

26 2 3 2

27 3 3 2

28 4 3 2

29 1 4 2

30 2 4 2

31 3 4 2

32 4 4 2

33 1 1 3

34 2 1 3

35 3 1 3

36 4 1 3

37 1 2 3

38 2 2 3

39 3 2 3

40 4 2 3

41 1 3 3

42 2 3 3

43 3 3 3

44 4 3 3

45 1 4 3

46 2 4 3

47 3 4 3

48 4 4 3

49 1 1 4

50 2 1 4

51 3 1 4

52 4 1 4

53 1 2 4

54 2 2 4

55 3 2 4

56 4 2 4

57 1 3 4

58 2 3 4

59 3 3 4

60 4 3 4

61 1 4 4

62 2 4 4

63 3 4 4

64 4 4 4
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 Correlation Plot 4.1.2

The correlation plot in the following diagram (see Diagram 1) and validation 

table (see Table 11) visualize the results from sensitivity analysis in section 3.4 

by the use of the DoE approach in section 3.3. The command “corrplot(x)” creates 

in Matlab a matrix that consists of a variety of single plots. These plots specify 

correlations between pairs of variables in x. 

Diagram 1 displays the Pearson correlation plot of the selected disturbance var-

iables (SP = Shear Modulus, fric1 = coefficient of friction between parcel-parcel, 

fric2 = coefficient of friction between parcel-ground) and the resulting parcel off-

sets (Offs.1, Offs.2, Offs3 and Offs.4) during singulation from 3D to 2D. 

Along the main diagonals of the matrices are displayed histograms of the varia-

bles that provide a simple graphical view of the accumulated data from simula-

tion runs including its dispersion and central tendency. The histograms along 

the diagonals in both correlation plots represent the easiest way for evaluating 

the distribution of all three influencing factors and the offsets of all four parcels. 

The correlation diagrams or scatter plots of variable pairs appear next to the 

main diagonal in the secondary diagonals. These graphical tools depict the in-

fluence that one factor has on another by displaying points that represent the 

observed value from one factor corresponding to the value of another factor. The 

slope of the single lines in the scatter plots, based on an ordinary least square 

regression, are equal to the displayed correlation coefficients in the upper left 

corner of each plot. The slope of the single lines in each correlation plot is statis-

tically significant at the 95% confidence level (see chapter 5.4). 

Both kinds of diagrams, histogram and scatter diagram, represent quality con-

trol tools that ensure analysis, improvement and verification of the whole DoE 

procedure. 
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The Pearson correlation coefficient is applicable only to normally distributed 

data, so this verification is provided in chapter 5.4. The correlation matrix 

shows high positive correlation coefficients (0.92 and 0.97) between the offsets 

(Offs.) of the smaller three parcels (see Figure 20). That indicates that there are 

strong linear dependencies between those parcels (according to Table 8). Shear 

Modulus (SP) and coefficient of friction between parcel-ground (fric2) have 

stronger linear dependencies to the offsets than the coefficient of friction be-

tween parcel-parcel (fric1). Table 11 exhibits a more accurate classification of 

the correlation coefficients that describe the linear correlations of disturbing fac-

tors on the target value “position offset”. 

 

 

Diagram 1: Pearson correlation  
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Table 11 evaluates the correlation coefficients from Pearson correlation plot (see 

Diagram 1) with matching colours according Table 8. The position offsets from 

the smaller parcels that rest on the top of the medium one, have strong linear 

interdependencies (Pearson-Corr. > 0.9). The coefficient of friction between par-

cel-ground (green) has stronger linear interdependencies on the position offsets 

than the coefficient of friction between parcel-parcel (blue). 

 

Table 11: Evaluation of Pearson correlation plot 

x-Axis y-Axis Pearson-Corr. 

Offset clump 3 Offset clump 4 0,97 

Offset clump 2 Offset clump 3 0,92 

Offset clump 2 Offset clump 4 0,92 

Friction parcel-ground  Offset clump 3 0,25 

Friction parcel-ground Offset clump 4 0,24 

Shear Modulus Offset clump 1 0,19 

Friction parcel-ground  Offset clump 2 0,19 

Friction parcel-parcel Offset clump 1 0,07 

Offset clump 1 Offset clump 2 0,02 

Offset clump 1 Offset clump 4 0,01 

Shear Modulus Friction parcel-parcel 0 

Shear Modulus Friction parcel-ground 0 

Friction parcel-parcel  Friction parcel-ground 0 

Friction parcel-parcel Offset clump 1 -0,07 

Offset clump 1  Offset clump 3 -0,11 

Friction parcel-parcel Offset clump 2 -0,13 

Friction parcel-parcel Offset clump 3 -0,15 

Friction parcel-parcel  Offset clump 4 -0,17 

Shear Modulus Offset clump 4 -0,26 

Shear Modulus Offset clump 2 -0,26 

Shear Modulus Offset clump 3 -0,33 
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4.2 Artificial Neuronal Network Plots 

Figure 52 provides in the training window four plots: performance, training 

state, error histogram and regression. The performance plot illustrates the value 

of the performance function versus the iteration number. This window shows 

training, validation and test performance plots. The training state plot demon-

strates the progress of other training variables like gradient magnitude, number 

of validation checks, etc. For analysing the ANN the error histogram- and re-

gression-plot are used because both plots validate the network performance. The 

error histogram plot shows the distribution of the network errors, the regression 

plot measures the correlation between network outputs and network targets. 

 

 

Figure 52: Neural Network Training  
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Figure 53 illustrates the iteration at which the validation performance achieved 

a minimum, the training continued for three more iterations before the training 

stopped. The validation and test curves are very similar, that does not indicate 

any major problems with the training. In case of over fitting, the test curve had 

increased significantly before the validation curve raised. 

 

 

Figure 53: Neural Network Training Performance 

 

Figure 54 highlights the previous thesis and complements the training perfor-

mance with the curves for the gradient, the control parameter mu for the algo-

rithm and the validation fail. 

 

 

Figure 54: Neural Network Training State   
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Figure 55 shows the error histogram plot with the distribution of the network 

errors (see point five in chapter 3.5.1). This histogram provides a simple graph-

ical view of accumulated errors including its dispersion and central tendency. 

The blue bars characterise training data, the green bars outline validation data 

and the red bars illustrate testing data. The error distribution takes on a Gauss-

ian-like distribution shape over the exanimated range. The large centre peak 

indicates very small errors and leads to the assumption that output values are 

very to the target values. Most of the errors lie within the interval between -

0.1016 and 0.1193. Outliers, which are data points where the fit is significantly 

worse than the majority of data, are located outside this interval. These outliers 

are also evident on the following testing regression plot in Figure 56. In case of a 

high quantity of outliers, it is necessary to investigate these input/target-vectors 

more in detail to avoid systematic failures in the network training. In this case, 

the ANN has provided a sufficiently accurate result. 

 

 

Figure 55: Neural Network Training Error Histogram   
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Figure 56 shows the regression plot which represents the correlation between 

the outputs and targets of the ANN. The dashed line in each plot (training, vali-

dation, test and all) reproduces the perfect result whereby the outputs are equal 

to the targets (see Table 19 and Table 20 in appendix 8.2.6). The solid line de-

scribes the best fit linear regression line between outputs and targets. As indica-

tor for a good relationship between outputs and targets conducts a R-value close 

to one. If R is close to zero, then there is no linear relationship between outputs 

and targets. The ANN-training with the position offset data set is acceptable; 

the R-values in all four plots are above 99%, which represents sufficiently accu-

rate results. 

 

 

Figure 56: Neural Network Training Regression 
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5 Evaluation/Assessment of the Procedure  

The aim of this chapter is the validation and verification of the theories in sec-

tion three with the results and funds from section four. Descriptive statistics, 

such as standard deviations, means and percentages have been developed for 

the data that are relevant in the system waterfall scenario. After analysing the 

available data, possible modifications of the original parameters of the sensitivi-

ty analysis may become necessary to accommodate more significant information.  

The objective is that the outputs from the simulation coincide with the values 

from the measurement. 

 

5.1 Selection of the DoE-Design 

The DoE procedure starts with the determination of objectives for the experi-

ment “spatial motion behaviour of parcels during singulation procedure” and 

selects afterwards the process factors for the study. The derived experimental 

design defines the laying out of the detailed experimental plan as previous step 

of doing a real experiment (parcel tower represents a 3D-arrangement). A well-

chosen experimental design maximizes the amount of information that can be 

accessed from an acceptable volume of experimental effort. A completely full fac-

torial design with interference columns proceeds results with high significance, 

but the high number of influencing factors and the resulting large variety of test 

runs create high effort. A fractional factorial design proceeds high number of 

influencing factors with less experiments, but it provides wrong results if inter-

ferences are underestimated. Preliminary tests have shown that the investiga-

tion of the spatial movement behaviour can be reduced substantially to three 

disturbance variables. Therefore, the waterfall singulation scenario was de-

signed by the help of full factorial experimental design. Shear Modulus and coef-

ficients of friction between parcel-parcel and parcel-ground were tested on four 

factor levels. The fixing of damping coefficient at an appropriately high level 

(0.9) has led to a significant reduction of required experiments and minimised 

the computing time to approximately seven minutes for one simulation run. The 
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real time singulation procedure (parcel tower tilts out of equilibrium, falls to the 

ground and parcels reach rest positions, see chapter 3.1) took 1.8 seconds (see 

program code PFC3D-parameter in appendix 8.2.2 ). 

 

5.2 Results of Position Offset Analysis 

The following diagrams show the absolute offsets (see point two in chapter 3.3.1) 

from the simulated single parcel centres’ with regard to the examined real wa-

terfall experiment. Every diagram represents the offset from each of the 64 runs 

depending on a change of another influencing factor. Diagram 2 exposes the off-

sets from the first parcel for all 64 simulation runs compared to the arithmetic 

mean from the conventionally measured attempts, if the influencing factor 

Shear Modulus has changed. The Shear Modulus varies between 1e09 and 5e10 

N/mm2 with two factor levels in between (5e9 and 1e10). Apart from a few outli-

ers, the simulated parcel centres are positioned within a 0.2 m interval from the 

determined arithmetic mean of the measured attempts. 

 

 

Diagram 2: Shear Modulus-Offset clump 1 
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Diagram 3 represents the position offsets from the second parcel centre due to 

the factor level variation of the influencing factor Shear Modulus. The factor 

levels were computed within the domain of 1e09 and 5e10 N/mm2 whereby for 

all four examined factor levels the simulated parcel centres deviations are pre-

dominantly below the 15 centimetre mark. That means the Shear Modulus is a 

stable influencing factor, if it is settled within this area. 

 

 

Diagram 3: Shear Modulus-Offset clump 2 

 

Diagram 4 points out the simulated offsets from parcel centres from the third 

package due to determined average value from real experiment, if the friction 

coefficient between parcel-parcel has been varied on four different factor levels. 

The factor levels were settled on 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5. The offsets of all 64 simu-

lation runs are within an adequate range of 20 centimetres. 
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Diagram 4: Friction coefficient between pebble/pebble- Offset clump 3 

 

Diagram 5 outlines the offsets from the fourth parcel (on the top of the parcel 

tower) with regard to the variation from coefficient of friction between parcel-

ground. This kind of friction is in reality stronger than the friction between par-

cel-parcel. Therefore the factor levels are settled a bit higher on 0.4, 0.7, 1 and 

1.3. For all of the 16 simulation runs on each of the four factor levels were com-

puted adequate approximations compared to the calculated average mean of ten 

manually measured parcel drop tests (see Table 16 in appendix 8.2.4). 

 

 

Diagram 5: Friction coefficient between pebble/facet- Offset clump 4 
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5.3 Evaluation and Interpretation of Offset Analysis 

Table 11 classifies the Pearson correlation in order of the linear dependence be-

tween the different variables with respect to the reference values from Table 8. 

The evaluation table in subsection 4.1.2, which was derived from correlation 

plot, shows furthermore that the position offsets among themselves strongly in-

fluence each another. It is obvious that the offsets of the smaller parcels among 

themselves have high correlation coefficients, which can be explained due to 

very similar parcel constellation after the fall on the ground (see Figure 21). The 

following extract from correlation plot illustrates that there are strong linear 

dependencies between the offsets of parcel two, three and four, and minimal cor-

relation between the first parcel and the other three packages (Figure 57). 

 

 

Figure 57: Correlation of position offsets among themselves 

 

Clearly, it can be acknowledged that the Shear Modulus exerts a low positive 

linear correlation on the first parcel with its higher volume and weight (8 kg) 

than on the other three parcels (3.2 kg). There are low nonlinear correlation co-

efficients between Shear Modulus and the offsets from the smaller parcels (see 

Figure 58). 

 

 

Figure 58: Correlation of Shear Modulus to position offsets  
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The coefficient of friction between parcel-ground and the Shear Modulus have 

generally stronger correlation coefficients on the quality characteristic “position 

offset” than the coefficient of friction between parcel-parcel. Low negative corre-

lation coefficients indicate that there is a low nonlinear relationship between 

two considered variables (see Figure 59). 

 

 

Figure 59: Comparison of all correlation coefficients from disturbance factors 

 

Additionally, it was feasible to train an ANN (see Neural Fitting Tool in chapter 

3.5) with the simulated position offsets. By comparison of a sufficient quantity of 

input/target pairs, it was possible to train the ANN until the network output 

has matched the target. The inputs of the ANN are characterised by the dis-

turbance variables (see Table 18) and the targets are represented by the x-, y- 

and z-coordinates of parcels’ centres (see Table 19). The computed outputs are 

listed in Table 20 in attached appendix 8.2.6. 

This approach allows the forecasting of parcel offsets when the levels of disturb-

ance variables are not at the same factor levels as they were simulated (see ex-

ample in chapter 3.5.2). 
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5.4 Verification and Validation of Model 

As mentioned in subchapter 3.3.3, the Pearson correlation coefficient is only ap-

plicable for normally distributed data. The influencing factors were set on four 

specific levels within simulation compatible ranges of values. Therefore, it is 

crucial to check whether the parcel offsets of all 64 simulation runs are normally 

distributed. Table 12 exhibits the normal distribution plots from the offsets of 

all four parcels. The plots document that the offsets (simulated parcel centres 

compared to the measured ones, see second point of chapter 3.3.1) of all parcels 

are normally distributed. The syntax “H = chi2gof(X)” accomplishes in Matlab “a 

chi-square goodness-of-fit test of the data in the vector X against the normal dis-

tribution with mean and variance estimated from X” [TMW15]. The vector X 

characterises the absolute parcel offsets (see Table 17 in appendix 8.2.5). 

 

Table 12: Normal distribution plots from position offset analysis 
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The null hypothesis states that “X is a random sample from a normal distribu-

tion” [TMW15]. If the result is H = 0, the null hypothesis “cannot be rejected at 

the 5% significance level” [TMW15]. The other way round (H =1), the null hy-

pothesis can be rejected. 

Entering the chi square distribution table with a significance level of 0.05 (al-

pha) and four degrees of freedom (df = 4, four parcel “vectors” composed of 64 

offsets), it can be assumed that the chi square value (X2) is equal to 9.488 

[CSS15]. Matlab has computed a chi square statistic (chi2stat) of 2.5511. 

Table 13 shows that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected because the condition 

is fulfilled. The offsets of all four parcels are normal distributed; the Pearson 

Correlation coefficient can be used as validation tool. 

 

Table 13: Verification of normal distribution 

Chi square statistic: 

chi2stat = 2.5511 

Chi square value: 

X2 = 9.488 

Condition: 

chi2stat < X2 

Result: 

H = 0 
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5.5 Optimization of Target Parameters 

The quality characteristic “position offset” as effect variable for the sensitivity 

analysis still offers possibilities for improvement. The implementation of a reli-

able gap counter (see chapter 6.3) to ensure a stable parcel flow requires the ex-

tension of the system boundaries (see chapter 3.3.1). This requires the addition-

al considerations of other influencing factors and functional enhancement of the 

implemented simulation model in PFC3D. For this objective it is not enough to 

examine one single parcel tower, rather the emptying of a container with a high 

volume of parcels on a conveyor belt must be implemented and investigated. 

Table 14 defines an assessment of a possible future quality feature that de-

scribes the singulation from 3D to 1D due to the significance of different criteri-

ons according specific arrangements of parcels (see Singulation Degree SD in 

chapter 6.3). A significance of one indicates that this criterion has prior priority 

because this parcel arrangement is complex to transform into a single-filed par-

cel flow. The criteria of lower significance will be achieved if the previous crite-

ria have been met. 

 

Table 14: Assessment of parcel arrangements 

Significance Parcel arrangement criteria 

1 
3D-parcel towers are worse than 2D-

arrangements 

2 
The more parcels lie on top of each other, 

the worse is the singulation degree 

3 
Parcel overlapping in y-direction is worse 

than parcel jamming in x-direction 

4 
The more parcel overlapping in y-direction, 

the worse is the singulation degree 

5 
Assessment of parcel contact is inferior to 

contact freedom 

6 
The more parcels in the x-direction are in 

contact, the worse is the singulation degree 
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6 Summary and Outlook 

Subchapters 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 give a brief summary of the achieved goals of this 

master thesis and possible further research in the area of mechanical based sin-

gulation approaches in the parcel industry. 

 

6.1 Résumé 

The main reason for the use of DoE was to describe the spatial motion behaviour 

of parcels during singulation from 3D to 2D with certain accuracy. This proce-

dure requires the optimisation of parameters and the identification of a charac-

teristic target value. The DoE analysis filters the main influencing factors of 3D-

parcel arrangements and helps in finding of an appropriate data set for singula-

tion a pile of parcels into a two-dimensional grid. DEM-based simulation has not 

been studied in this context completely due to the fact that planar conveying 

processes represent the “status quo” in distribution centres. In the practical part 

of this mater thesis was performed a validation study from a spatial singulation 

arrangement. For realization of this intention and modelling a proper test sce-

nario, the implementation of an experimental setup (parcel tower) in an appro-

priate simulation model (PFC3D) was necessary. This approach allows experi-

mental testing of parcel accumulations without great expenses for test stands. 

For this purpose, an ANN was trained with the objective of forecasting parcel 

offsets when the levels of disturbance variables are not set at the same factor 

levels as they were simulated. The ANN identifies relationships between input 

and output variables by weighing of several inputs. 

Additional to the obtained results, it was also checked if this singulation method 

is applicable to a large number of parcels (e.g. automated unloading of a con-

tainer). Therefore, a future DoE-design for an ubiquitously applicable quality 

characteristic was prepared. Assessments from singulation procedures (3D to 

1D) should be processed by the help of an uniform SD (see chapter 6.3). 
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6.2 Outlook 

The status quo for discharging large numbers of parcels from a container is pro-

cessed manually or by the help of gripper systems with a limited throughput of 

1,000 parcels per hour (see state of the art in chapter 2.3). The increasing 

transport- and handling-volume of this industry requires innovative solutions 

for increasing the current singulation rate of conventional parcel centres from 

20,000 to 50,000 parcels per hour ([BIE15]; [CRR+14]). Through the combina-

tion of several mechanically based singulation principles like different velocity 

fields (2D) or vertical gaps (3D), it shall be possible to implement various mate-

rial handling systems that are able to singulate a pile of parcels into a single-

filed parcel flow with defined gaps in between (3D to 1D). The installed technol-

ogy has to be as economical as possible; the period of amortization must be paid 

off through long product life cycles and low operating costs. Furthermore, the 

new mechanical based singulation approaches have to convince through flexibil-

ity and multi-functionality. Very expensive robot systems can be gradually re-

placed and overworked employees can be relieved. Therefore it requires to dis-

burden people and to optimize used production resources, especially the devel-

opment of elastic conveyors for parcel impact absorption offers a big potential for 

improving 3D to 2D-based, mechanical parcel singulation. Further may be filed 

on the surface texture of the parcels in order to minimize friction and thereby 

facilitating the separation procedure. 
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6.3 Possible Further Research Activities 

Another possible further research activity could be the exploration of an alterna-

tive energy consumption system for parcels that fall from a vertical gap of two 

subsequent belt conveyors. If the parcels would be absorbed so resiliently as 

possible by conveyors, vertical gaps could be increased without damage of par-

cels and higher singulation degrees could be achieved. Possible damage of pack-

ages contents must be avoided; therefore fall heights for the waterfall scenario 

are limited. This limitation restricts also the possible singulation quality where-

by further studies regarding inhomogeneity of bulk structures like dimensions, 

weight, contour, surface condition, deformation, wedging effect, etc. are re-

quired. 

This master thesis expresses the quality of spatial motion behaviour of a parcel 

tower by the help of DEM-based simulation. Future examinations can take this 

consideration as basis for developments of more accurate singulation models. 

Advanced singulator models may include a complete counter system, which reli-

ably counts the gaps between the parcels and assures sustainable singulation of 

large numbers of parcels without excessive labour input. Different parcel ar-

rangements have to be considered for this vision; the next two figures provide a 

brief view of this approach. It is based on zoning of the control room in constant 

length intervals which is installed normal to the conveying direction and deter-

mines the singulation degree by counting overlapping packages. 

However, the determination of the SD could also take place in an alternative 

way. The side surface of a parcel cannot be considered as totally straight-lined; 

therefore, the determination of the singulation degree could also be effected via 

the curvatures of the parcels. By partition of parcels surface into convex or con-

cave curvature, the counting of contact points could be realized and may help to 

define the SD. This consideration requires the determination of the parcel num-

ber from which a parcel tower is composed of. This classification number “i” out-

lines for the 3D-scanning (see Figure 60) that there rests two parcels lie on top 

of each other (i=2) in the first control room. For the second control room, i is 

equal to three, which means that three parcels lie on one another. The singula-

tion of such parcel bulks represents the target area for the waterfall approach. 
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By tilting the parcel tower over the edge of an upper conveyor belt, the 3D-

parcel tower will be singulated to a 2D-arrangement. If the single parcels begin 

to slip on each other, the coefficient of friction between the parcels can no longer 

hold the pile of parcels together.  

 

 

Figure 60: 3D-scanning 

 

Figure 61 demonstrates the same methodology for the 2D-scanning in the plane. 

If the parcels are not aligned on one straight line, the number of overlapping 

parcels can be identified by the help of control rooms. This type of parcel ar-

rangement is predestined for the singulation via deflection that is mentioned in 

the first point of chapter 2.3.3. 

 

 

Figure 61: 2D-scanning 
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Figure 62 provides a theoretical mathematical formulation by determination of 

the singulation degree through count rating of parcel gaps within a control 

room. The examination starts with 3D-Scanning by counting the dimension of 

parcel towers, than follows the 2D-checking and last but not least the 1D-

assessment due to parcel overlapping. The control variable i defines the level of 

overlapping, e.g. i equal to five identifies a parcel tower for 3D-scanning where 

five parcels lie on top of each other. This variable i takes for 2D- and 3D scan-

ning the same task and provides by multiplication with the number of involved 

parcels an informative classification number for parcel disorder. If the total 

quantity of parcels ntotal is divided by the sum of this characteristic number, the 

single singulation degrees for each scanning (SDz, SDy and SDx ) can be deter-

mined. The final singulation degree SD is calculated by the sum of all three par-

tial singulation degrees whereby each individual term counts one third. 

 

Start

3D Scanning

Checking of  the parcel heap due to 

overlappings in z-direction:

2D Scanning

Checking of  the parcel heap due to 

overlappings in y-direction:

1D Scanning

Checking of  the parcel heap due to 

overlappings in x-direction:

Assembling of Singulation Degree (SD):

End

 

Figure 62: Determination of the Singulation Degree 
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7 Lists 

This master thesis specifies in the following five subchapters the lists of refer-

ences, figures, diagrams, tables and abbreviations. Figures visualize and depict 

a subject that is described in the theory, represent the implementation steps of 

used software tools (PFC3D from Itasca and Neural Toolbox from Matlab) or 

explain specific parts of the program code. Diagrams illustrate the achieved re-

sults of the position offset analysis. Tables’ exhibit overviews in the theoretical 

part of this thesis and list achieved results in the practical part. The last list 

documents the used abbreviations. 
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8 Appendix 

Subchapter 8.1 includes the published short text for the TUG-online system in 

German and in English. Subchapter 8.2 lists the different parts of the program 

code in PFC3D (8.2.1 to 8.2.3) and the tables for the DoE, the results of the real 

measurements (8.2.4) and the input- and output-tables of the ANN (8.2.6). 

 

8.1 Appendix 1 – Published Short Text 

1. Publizierte Kurzfassung im TUG-System: 

Die vorliegende Arbeit befasst sich mit der experimentellen Untersu-

chung, sowie der numerischen Simulation von Paketen im Pulk auf Basis 

der Diskreten Elemente Methode (DEM) während der Vereinzelung. Die 

Vereinzelung großer Paketzahlen mittels Roboter durch Greifen und 

Transportieren einzelner Pakete erfordert Leerfahrten, weshalb dieser 

Ansatz den immer steigenden Paketdurchsätzen im Umschlag innerhalb 

von Distributionszentren nicht nachkommt. Die Vereinfachung des Ver-

einzelungsmechanismus auf schlichte mechanische Wirkprinzipien wie 

das Abweisen von Stückgütern in der Ebene (zweidimensional) oder das 

Fallenlassen von großen Paketzahlen aus einer bestimmten Höhe mittels 

Wasserfallprinzips (dreidimensional) stellt großes Entwicklungspotential 

hinsichtlich der Machbarkeit des mechanischen Handlings von 3D-

Paketanhäufungen dar. 

Das Hauptaugenmerk dieser Arbeit liegt in der Implementierung und ex-

perimentellen Untersuchung eines Wasserfallszenarios, bei welchem ein 

Paketturm aus einer Höhe auf ein darunterliegendes Förderband fallen 

gelassen wird. Für die Umsetzung dieses Models hat sich das DEM-

basierende Anwenderprogramm PFC3D (Particle Flow Code Three Di-

mensional) als am geeignetsten herausgefiltert. Da die Erzeugung eines 

Körpers mithilfe der DEM nur durch das Zusammensetzen einer Vielzahl 

von Partikeln gelingt, musste die Annahme erfolgen, Stückgut gewisser-
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maßen als Schüttgut zu behandeln. Dieser Ansatz erfordert eine entspre-

chende Validierung und Verifizierung des simulierten, räumlichen Bewe-

gungsverhaltens von Paketen während der Vereinzelung von 3D auf 2D 

um die Richtigkeit dieses jungen Zweiges in der Logistik zu untermauern. 

Mithilfe der statistischen Versuchsplanung (DoE) wurde das System 

„Wasserfall“ auf seine wichtigsten Parameter untersucht und mit einem 

messbaren Qualitätsmerkmal „Positionsabweichungen“ beschrieben. Da-

zu wurden wichtige Einflussfaktoren auf unterschiedliche Stufen gestellt 

und dann miteinander variiert. Durch Kombination der einzelnen Fak-

torstufen und den Abgleich der Simulationsergebnisse mit einer realen, 

experimentellen Versuchsreihe, konnten die Wertebereiche für die Ein-

flussfaktoren so eingegrenzt werden, sodass eine gute Korrelation zwi-

schen simulieren und experimentell bestimmten Paketpositionen (x, y, z) 

zustande kam. 

 

2. Published short text in English: 

This master thesis deals with the singulation of a parcel pile (3D) to a 

two-dimensional grid (2D). If parcels are jammed and dammed, the mate-

rial flow is interrupted and this circumstance causes bottlenecks in the 

realization of a proper throughput in material handling systems. The 

separation from a pile of parcels by gripping and transporting individual 

parcels has so far emerged as not optimal, because these approaches are 

only feasible with great work input and associated high costs. The current 

state of the art leads to an enormous potential for development due to cost 

effectiveness and work simplification. If high-tech automated singulation 

mechanisms are reduced to simple mechanical based separation princi-

ples like deflection in a plane (2D) or introduced vertical gaps like the wa-

terfall scenario (3D), it should be possible to meet the increasing require-

ments of the CEP (Courier, Express and Parcel)-services’ industry. There-

fore, the Discrete Element Method (DEM) based simulation was applied 

to the spatial singulation process of large numbers of parcels with the aim 

to avoid unnecessary costs in the development phase. 
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The main focus of this work was the implementation of a waterfall sce-

nario in an appropriate simulation tool, whereby a parcel pile falls from 

an upper positioned level to the ground. The DEM based user program 

PFC3D (Particle Flow Code Three Dimensional) has filtered out as the 

most suitable tool for transforming this test scenario into a simulation 

model, it builds on the generation of bodies by accumulations of huge 

quantities of particles with specific properties. Thereby, it was mandatory 

to make the assumption of handling general piece cargo as a kind of bulk 

good. For validating the quality of the simulation model, it was necessary 

to describe the waterfall scenario with a measurable quality criterion “po-

sition offset”. By the help of Design of Experiments (DoE), the main influ-

encing parameters (e.g. coefficients of friction or Shear Modulus) were 

fixed on four different factor levels and were varied with each other. 

Through the optimal combinations of each individual factor levels and the 

comparison of the simulation results with a real set of experiments, the 

best possible data ranges for the factors could be determined. The objec-

tive of high correlations between simulated and manually measured val-

ues was put into practise. 
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8.2 Appendix 2 – Additional Information 

 Program Code PFC3D-Base 8.2.1

title 'Base'  
 
@Simparameter 
[Poi = config (1,k1)]    ;Poisson's ratio Parcel 
 
@SetDisturbanceVariables 
[SP     = DisturbanceVariables (1,var1 )]  ;Shear Modulus 
[fric1  = DisturbanceVariables (2,var2 )]  ;Friction Parcel -Parcel 
[fric2  = DisturbanceVariables (3,var3 )]  ;Friction Parcel -ConveyorBelt 
 
domain condition destroy extent 0 [c1x +c2x ] -0.05  1.25  @h 0.7   
 
cmat default model hertz property hz_shear 1.0e10  hz_poiss 0.3  dp_mode 0 dp_nratio 0.1  
dp_sratio 0.1  fric @fric2 
cmat default type pebble -pebble property hz_shear @SP hz_poiss @Poi dp_mode 0 dp_nratio @DP 
dp_sratio @DP fric @fric1 
cmat default type pebble -facet property hz_shear 1.0e10  hz_poiss 0.3  dp_mode 0 dp_nratio 0.1  
dp_sratio 0.1  fric @fric2 
 
;Generation of LowerConveyorBeltLeft 
wall generate id 1 name LowerConveyorBeltLeft polygon ...             
            @c2x 0 @h ... 
            @c2x 0.6  @h ... 
            [c1x +c2x ] 0 @h ... 
            [c1x +c2x ] 0.6  @h  
 
;Generation of LowerConveyorBeltRight 
wall generate id 2 name LowerConveyorBeltRight polygon ...             
            @c2x 0.6  @h ... 
            @c2x 1.2  @h ... 
            [c1x +c2x ] 0.6  @h ... 
            [c1x +c2x ] 1.2  @h  
 
;Generation of UpperConveyorBelt 
wall generate id 3 name UpperConveyorBelt polygon ...             
            0 0 0 ... 
            0 1.2  0 ... 
            @c2x 0 0 ... 
            @c2x 1.2  0  
 
;Generation of WaterfallConstraint 
wall generate id 4 name WaterfallConstraint polygon ...             
            @c2x 0 @h ... 
            @c2x 1.2  @h ... 
            @c2x 0 0 ... 
            @c2x 1.2  0  
 
;Generation of Deflector1 
[l1xa = xa1 + la1 ] ;end position of Deflector1 
wall generate id 5 name Deflector1 box @xa1 @l1xa 0 0.01  [h + 0.08 ] [h + 0.10 ] 
wall rotate axis 0 0 1 angle @alpha point @xa1 0 0 range id 5 10 
 
;Generation of Deflector2 
[l2xa = xa2 + la2 ] ;end position of Deflector2 
wall generate id 11 name Deflector2 box @xa2 @l2xa 1.2  1.21  [h + 0.08 ] [h + 0.10 ] 
wall rotate axis 0 0 1 angle @betha point @xa2 1.2  0 range id 11 16 
 
;Generation of SideFences 
wall generate name SideFence1 plane dip 90 ddir 0 position 0 0 0 
wall generate name SideFence2 plane dip 90 ddir 0 position 0 1.2  0 
 
wall group SideFences range id 4,15 ;17 
cmat add model hertz property hz_shear 1.0e10  hz_poiss 0.3  dp_mode 0 dp_nratio 0.1  dp_sratio 
0.1  fric 0.3  range group SideFences 
cmat apply 
 
;Generation of Parcels 
geometry set Parcel_1 
geometry generate group Parcel box 0 0.4  0 0.31  0.005  0.145  
[vol1 = 0.4 *0.31 *0.14 ] ;Volume of Parcel_1 
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[mas1 = 8] ;Mass of Parcel_1 
[den1 = mas1 / vol1 ] ;Density of Parcel_1 
clump template  create name Parcel_1 geometry Parcel_1 surfcalcula te ... 
    bubblepack ratio 0.005  distance 140  radfactor 1.05  
 
geometry set Parcel_2 
geometry generate group Parcel box 0 0.32  0 0.22  0.146  0.251  
[vol2 = 0.32 *0.22 *0.105 ] ;Volume of Parcel_2 
[mas2 = 3.2 ] ;Mass of Parcel_2 
[den2 = mas2 / vol2 ] ;Density of Parcel_2 
clump template  create name Parcel_2 geometry Parcel_2 surfcalcula te ... 
    bubblepack ratio 0.005  distance 140  radfactor 1.05  
 
geometry set Parcel_3 
geometry generate group Parcel box 0 0.32  0 0.22  0.252  0.357  
[vol3 = 0.32 *0.22 *0.105 ] ;Volume of Parcel_3 
[mas3 = 3.2 ] ;Mass of Parcel_3 
[den3 = mas3 / vol3 ] ;Density of Parcel_3 
clump template  create name Parcel_3 geometry Parcel_3 surfcalcula te ... 
    bubblepack ratio 0.005  distance 140  radfactor 1.05  
 
geometry set Parcel_4 
geometry generate group Parcel box 0 0.32  0 0.22  0.358  0.463  
[vol4 = 0.32 *0.22 *0.105 ] ;Volume of Parcel_4 
[mas4 = 3.2 ] ;Mass of Parcel_4 
[den4 = mas4 / vol4 ] ;Density of Parcel_4 
clump template  create name Parcel_4 geometry Parcel_4 surfcalcula te ... 
    bubblepack ratio 0.005  distance 140  radfactor 1.05  
 
clump replicate name Parcel_1 id 1 density @den1 position 0.92  0.7  0.075  axis 0 0 1 angle 0  
 
clump replicate name Parcel_2 id 2 density @den2 position 1.01  0.7  0.1985  axis 0 0 1 angle 90  
 
clump replicate name Parcel_3 id 3 density @den3 position 1.01  0.7  0.3045  axis 0 0 1 angle 90  
 
clump replicate name Parcel_4 id 4 density @den4 position 1.01  0.7  0.4105  axis 0 0 1 angle 90  
 
define Finder 
whilestepping 
 
c1 = clump .find (1) 
pos1 = clump .pos (c1) 
vel1 = clump .vel (c1) 
 
c2 = clump .find (2) 
pos2 = clump .pos (c2) 
vel2 = clump .vel (c2) 
 
c3 = clump .find (3) 
pos3 = clump .pos (c3) 
vel3 = clump .vel (c3) 
 
c4 = clump .find (4) 
pos4 = clump .pos (c4) 
vel4 = clump .vel (c4) 
 
end 
 
@Finder 
 
set gravity 9.81  
history id 200  mechanical age 
 
;Setting the ControlBarriers on the UpperConveyorBel ts 
geometry set ControlBarrier1 
[xl = xa1 -0.1 ] 
[xu = xa1 -.099 ] 
[yl = 0] 
[yu = 1.2 ] 
[zl = h + 0.07 ] 
[zu = h + 0.1 ] 
geometry generate box @xl @xu @yl @yu @zl @zu 
 
geometry set ControlBarrier2 
[xl2 = xa2 + 0.5  ] 
[xu2 = xa2 + 0.5  + 0.001 ] 
[yl2 = 0] 
[yu2 = 1.2 ] 
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[zl2 = h +0.07 ] 
[zu2 = h +0.1 ] 
geometry generate box @xl2 @xu2 @yl2 @yu2 @zl2 @zu2  
 
;Setting the ControlFunction in the defined ControlB arriers 
define Counter 
whilestepping 
 
vl = vector (xl , yl , zl ) 
vu = vector (xu, yu , zu ) 
 
vl2 = vector (xl2 , yl2 , zl2 ) 
vu2 = vector (xu2 , yu2 , zu2 ) 
 
a = clump .inbox (vl , vu ) 
ar = array .size (a,1) 
 
a2 = clump .inbox (vl2 , vu2 ) 
ar2 = array .size (a2,1) 
 
end 
 
@Counter 
 
;Recording the values within the ControlBarriers 
history add id 500  fish @ar 
history add id 501  fish @ar2 
 
;Setting of the CalmTIME for the system 
solve time @CalmTIME calm 500  
 
;Save the initial configuration 
[initial = string ('initial-state_Versuch' )] 
[initialstate = string (initial +Versuch )] 
 
save @initialstate 
 
;Output of video material 
[n=0] 
define Stepping 
 
whilestepping 
tcurrent = mech .age 
tset = 0.6  ;25 pictures per second 0.04  
tcurrent1 = tcurrent - n *tset 
nn = string (n) 
nrunNumber = string (runNumber ) 
Moviestep = string (nrunNumber +'_' +nn) 
 
if tcurrent1 > tset 
 
n = n + 1 
 
command 
plot bitmap Plot 1 filename @Moviestep 
endcommand 
 
endif 
 
end 
 
@Stepping  ;writing file 
 
define Final 
 
nrunNumber = string (runNumber ) 
Filename = string ('Output' +'.txt' ) 
 
OUT_runNumber  = string (runNumber ) 
OUT_Variable_DP                     = string (DP) 
OUT_DisturbanceVariables_SP         = string (SP) 
OUT_DisturbanceVariables_fric1      = string (fric1 ) 
OUT_DisturbanceVariables_fric2      = string (fric2 ) 
OUT_Time                            = string (tcurrent ) 
OUT_Clump1_PosX                     = string (comp(pos1 ,1)) 
OUT_Clump1_PosY                     = string (comp(pos1 ,2)) 
OUT_Clump1_PosZ                     = string (comp(pos1 ,3)) 
OUT_Clump2_PosX                     = string (comp(pos2 ,1)) 
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OUT_Clump2_PosY                     = string (comp(pos2 ,2)) 
OUT_Clump2_PosZ                     = string (comp(pos2 ,3)) 
OUT_Clump3_PosX                     = string (comp(pos3 ,1)) 
OUT_Clump3_PosY                     = string (comp(pos3 ,2)) 
OUT_Clump3_PosZ                     = string (comp(pos3 ,3)) 
OUT_Clump4_PosX                     = string (comp(pos4 ,1)) 
OUT_Clump4_PosY                     = string (comp(pos4 ,2)) 
OUT_Clump4_PosZ                     = string (comp(pos4 ,3)) 
 
Outputstring  = string (... 
    OUT_runNumber + '\t'  + ... 
    OUT_Variable_DP + '\t'  + ... 
    OUT_DisturbanceVariables_SP + '\t'  + ... 
    OUT_DisturbanceVariables_fric1 + '\t'  + ... 
    OUT_DisturbanceVariables_fric2 + '\t'  + ... 
    OUT_Time + '\t'  + ... 
    OUT_Clump1_PosX + '\t'  + ...  
    OUT_Clump1_PosY + '\t'  + ...  
    OUT_Clump1_PosZ + '\t'  + ...  
    OUT_Clump2_PosX + '\t'  + ...  
    OUT_Clump2_PosY + '\t'  + ...  
    OUT_Clump2_PosZ + '\t'  + ...  
    OUT_Clump3_PosX + '\t'  + ...  
    OUT_Clump3_PosY + '\t'  + ...  
    OUT_Clump3_PosZ + '\t'  + ...  
    OUT_Clump4_PosX + '\t'  + ...  
    OUT_Clump4_PosY + '\t'  + ...  
    OUT_Clump4_PosZ ) 
 
array Output (1) 
Output (1) = Outputstring 
 
out1 = file .open(Filename ,2,1) 
out1 = file .write (Output ,1) 
out1 = file .close 
 
end 
 
;Set the ConveyorBeltSpeed , including ConveyingSpeedRamp 
define Rampe 
whilestepping 
k_rampe = v2x / t_rampe 
v_rampe = (tcurrent - CalmTIME ) * k_rampe 
 
if v_rampe > v2x  
v_rampe = v2x 
else if v_rampe < 0 
v_rampe = 0 
endif 
 
end 
 
wall attribute conveyor @v1ax @v1ay 0 range id 1 
wall attribute conveyor @v1bx @v1by 0 range id 2 
wall attribute conveyor @v2x 0 0 range id 3 
 
 
;solve time @t_rampe 
 
;[Rem_TIME = TIME - 0.05 - t_rampe ] ;Remaining time minus Calmtime - ConveyingSpeedRamp 
 
;Setting the simulation time 
 
solve time @TIME 
 
@Final  ;writing file 
 
[ends = string ('end-state_Versuch' )] 
[endstate = string (ends +Versuch )] 
[Plot = string ('Vereinzelung_Versuch' )] 
[Plotstring = string (Plot +Versuch )] 
 
;plot bitmap Plot 2 filename @Plotstring 
 
save @endstate  
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 Program Code PFC3D- Parameter 8.2.2

title 'Parameter'  
 
;Simparameter 
[k1 = 1] ;Poisson's ratio 
 
;Variables 
[Versuch = string (1)] 
[TIME = 1.8 ] ;test period 
[CalmTIME = 0.02 ] ;settling time 
 
[c2x = 1.0 ] ;Belt length above 
[v2x = 0.25 ] ;Velocity of UpperConveyorBelt 
 
[h = -0.45 ] ;Waterfall height 
 
[c1x = 2] ;Belt length below 
 
[v1a = 0.0 ] ;Velocity of LowerConveyorBeltLeft a 
[alpha1a = -30] ;Angle of LowerConveyorBeltLeft a 
[v1b = 0.0 ] ;Velocity of LowerConveyorBeltRight b 
[alpha1b = 30] ;Angle of LowerConveyorBeltRight b 
 
[v1ax = math .cos (alpha1a /180*math.pi )*v1a ] ;velocity component x of LowerConveyorBeltLeft a 
[v1ay = math .sin (alpha1a /180*math.pi )*v1a ] ;velocity component y of LowerConveyorBeltLeft a 
[v1bx = math .cos (alpha1b /180*math.pi )*v1b ] ;velocity component x of LowerConveyorBeltRight b 
[v1by = math .sin (alpha1b /180*math.pi )*v1b ] ;velocity component y of LowerConveyorBeltRight b 
 
[la1 = 0.6 ] ;Length of Deflector1 
[la2 = la1 ] ;Length of Deflector2 
[xa1 = c2x +0.8 ] ;Distance X Deflector1 
[xa2 = xa1 +0.4 ] ;Distance X Deflector2 
[alpha = 45. ] ;Angle of Deflector1 
[betha = -45. ] ;Angle of Deflector2 
 
[t_rampe = 0.5 ] ;Time to the final  speed 
 
[DP = 0.9 ] ;Damping Coefficient 
 
;DisturbanceVariables 
[var1 = 1] ;Shear Modulus 
[var2 = 1] ;Coefficient of friction between parcel -parcel 
[var3 = 1] ;Coefficient of friction between parcel -ground 
 
define SetDisturbanceVariables 
array DisturbanceVariables (3,4) 
 
;Shear Modulus 
DisturbanceVariables (1,1) = 1e9  
DisturbanceVariables (1,2) = 5e9  
DisturbanceVariables (1,3) = 1e10  
DisturbanceVariables (1,4) = 5e10  
 
;Coefficient of friction between parcel -parcel 
DisturbanceVariables (2,1) = 0.2  
DisturbanceVariables (2,2) = 0.3  
DisturbanceVariables (2,3) = 0.4  
DisturbanceVariables (2,4) = 0.5  
 
;Coefficient of friction between parcel -ground 
DisturbanceVariables (3,1) = 0.4  
DisturbanceVariables (3,2) = 0.7  
DisturbanceVariables (3,3) = 1.0  
DisturbanceVariables (3,4) = 1.3  
 
end 
 
;Simparameter 
define Simparameter 
array config (1,2) 
 
config (1,1) = 0.2        ;Poisson's ratio Parcel 0 
config (1,2) = 0.4        ;Poisson's ratio Parcel 1 
 
end   
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 Program Code PFC3D- Run 8.2.3

title 'run' 

 

Table 15: PFC3D-run code 

new   ;Run 1 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 1] 

[var1  = 1] 

[var2  = 1] 

[var3  = 1] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 2 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 2] 

[var1  = 2] 

[var2  = 1] 

[var3  = 1] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 3 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 3] 

[var1  = 3] 

[var2  = 1] 

[var3  = 1] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 4 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 4] 

[var1  = 4] 

[var2  = 1] 

[var3  = 1] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 5 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 5] 

[var1  = 1] 

[var2  = 2] 

[var3  = 1] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 6 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 6] 

[var1  = 2] 

[var2  = 2] 

[var3  = 1] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 7 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 7] 

[var1  = 3] 

[var2  = 2] 

[var3  = 1] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 8 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 8] 

[var1  = 4] 

[var2  = 2] 

[var3  = 1] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 9 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 9] 

[var1  = 1] 

[var2  = 3] 

[var3  = 1] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 10 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 10] 

[var1  = 2] 

[var2  = 3] 

[var3  = 1] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 11 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 11] 

[var1  = 3] 

[var2  = 3] 

[var3  = 1] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 12 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 12] 

[var1  = 4] 

[var2  = 3] 

[var3  = 1] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 13 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 13] 

[var1  = 1] 

[var2  = 4] 

[var3  = 1] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 14 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 14] 

[var1  = 2] 

[var2  = 4] 

[var3  = 1] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 15 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 15] 

[var1  = 3] 

[var2  = 4] 

[var3  = 1] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 16 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 16] 

[var1  = 4] 

[var2  = 4] 

[var3  = 1] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 17 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 17] 

[var1  = 1] 

[var2  = 1] 

[var3  = 2] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 18 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 18] 

[var1  = 2] 

[var2  = 1] 

[var3  = 2] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 19 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 19] 

[var1  = 3] 

[var2  = 1] 

[var3  = 2] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 20 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 20] 

[var1  = 4] 

[var2  = 1] 

[var3  = 2] 

Call Base 
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new   ;Run 21 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 21] 

[var1  = 1] 

[var2  = 2] 

[var3  = 2] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 22 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 22] 

[var1  = 2] 

[var2  = 2] 

[var3  = 2] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 23 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 23] 

[var1  = 3] 

[var2  = 2] 

[var3  = 2] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 24 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 24] 

[var1  = 4] 

[var2  = 2] 

[var3  = 2] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 25 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 25] 

[var1  = 1] 

[var2  = 3] 

[var3  = 2] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 26 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 26] 

[var1  = 2] 

[var2  = 3] 

[var3  = 2] 

Call Base 

new   ;Run 27 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 27] 

[var1  = 3] 

[var2  = 3] 

[var3  = 2] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 28 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 28] 

[var1  = 4] 

[var2  = 3] 

[var3  = 2] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 29 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 29] 

[var1  = 1] 

[var2  = 4] 

[var3  = 2] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 30 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 30] 

[var1  = 2] 

[var2  = 4] 

[var3  = 2] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 31 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 31] 

[var1  = 3] 

[var2  = 4] 

[var3  = 2] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 32 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 32] 

[var1  = 4] 

[var2  = 4] 

[var3  = 2] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 33 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 33] 

[var1  = 1] 

[var2  = 1] 

[var3  = 3] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 34 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 34] 

[var1  = 2] 

[var2  = 1] 

[var3  = 3] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 35 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 35] 

[var1  = 3] 

[var2  = 1] 

[var3  = 3] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 36 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 36] 

[var1  = 4] 

[var2  = 1] 

[var3  = 3] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 37 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 37] 

[var1  = 1] 

[var2  = 2] 

[var3  = 3] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 38 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 38] 

[var1  = 2] 

[var2  = 2] 

[var3  = 3] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 39 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 39] 

[var1  = 3] 

[var2  = 2] 

[var3  = 3] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 40 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 40] 

[var1  = 4] 

[var2  = 2] 

[var3  = 3] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 41 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 41] 

[var1  = 1] 

[var2  = 3] 

[var3  = 3] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 42 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 42] 

[var1  = 2] 

[var2  = 3] 

[var3  = 3] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 43 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 43] 

[var1  = 3] 

[var2  = 3] 

[var3  = 3] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 44 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 44] 

[var1  = 4] 

[var2  = 3] 

[var3  = 3] 

Call Base  
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new   ;Run 45 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 45] 

[var1  = 1] 

[var2  = 4] 

[var3  = 3] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 46 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 46] 

[var1  = 2] 

[var2  = 4] 

[var3  = 3] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 47 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 47] 

[var1  = 3] 

[var2  = 4] 

[var3  = 3] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 48 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 48] 

[var1  = 4] 

[var2  = 4] 

[var3  = 3] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 49 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 49] 

[var1  = 1] 

[var2  = 1] 

[var3  = 4] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 50 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 50] 

[var1  = 2] 

[var2  = 1] 

[var3  = 4] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 51 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 51] 

[var1  = 3] 

[var2  = 1] 

[var3  = 4] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 52 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 52] 

[var1  = 4] 

[var2  = 1] 

[var3  = 4] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 53 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 53] 

[var1  = 1] 

[var2  = 2] 

[var3  = 4] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 54 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 54] 

[var1  = 2] 

[var2  = 2] 

[var3  = 4] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 55 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 55] 

[var1  = 3] 

[var2  = 2] 

[var3  = 4] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 56 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 56] 

[var1  = 4] 

[var2  = 2] 

[var3  = 4] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 57 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 57] 

[var1  = 1] 

[var2  = 3] 

[var3  = 4] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 58 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 58] 

[var1  = 2] 

[var2  = 3] 

[var3  = 4] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 59 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 59] 

[var1  = 3] 

[var2  = 3] 

[var3  = 4] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 60 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 60] 

[var1  = 4] 

[var2  = 3] 

[var3  = 4] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 61 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 61] 

[var1  = 1] 

[var2  = 4] 

[var3  = 4] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 62 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 62] 

[var1  = 2] 

[var2  = 4] 

[var3  = 4] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 63 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 63] 

[var1  = 3] 

[var2  = 4] 

[var3  = 4] 

Call Base  

new   ;Run 64 

call Parameter 

[runNumber  = 64] 

[var1  = 4] 

[var2  = 4] 

[var3  = 4] 

Call Base  
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PosX1 PosY1 PosZ1 PosX2 PosY2 PosZ2 Posx3 PosY3 PosZ3 PosX4 PosY4 PosZ4

1 1,270 0,651 -0,307 1,435 0,674 -0,363 1,662 0,675 -0,3975 1,890 0,692 -0,3975

2 1,270 0,655 -0,291 1,429 0,670 -0,341 1,621 0,666 -0,3975 1,845 0,667 -0,3975

3 1,285 0,673 -0,299 1,443 0,684 -0,346 1,654 0,674 -0,3975 1,881 0,673 -0,3975

4 1,271 0,670 -0,292 1,415 0,679 -0,347 1,620 0,672 -0,3975 1,849 0,671 -0,3975

5 1,272 0,687 -0,300 1,425 0,694 -0,345 1,633 0,695 -0,3975 1,859 0,693 -0,3975

6 1,279 0,670 -0,298 1,423 0,669 -0,351 1,639 0,670 -0,3975 1,869 0,671 -0,3975

7 1,284 0,685 -0,299 1,438 0,664 -0,352 1,647 0,680 -0,3975 1,871 0,680 -0,3975

8 1,253 0,680 -0,301 1,411 0,691 -0,344 1,623 0,687 -0,3975 1,857 0,690 -0,3975

9 1,289 0,684 -0,302 1,444 0,689 -0,349 1,651 0,694 -0,3975 1,871 0,695 -0,3975

10 1,291 0,678 -0,303 1,448 0,684 -0,353 1,664 0,688 -0,3975 1,891 0,697 -0,3975

arithmetic mean 1,2764 0,6733 -0,2992 1,4311 0,6798 -0,3491 1,6414 0,6801 -0,3975 1,8683 0,6829 -0,3975

standard deviation 0,0115 0,0123 0,0048 0,0126 0,0102 0,0062 0,0167 0,0103 0,0000 0,0160 0,0117 0,0000

clump 1 clump 2 clump 3 clump 4
Run
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 Position Offset Analysis 8.2.5

Table 17: Offset-analysis between experimental setup and simulation model 

 

  

offset clump 1 offset clump 2 offset clump 3 offset clump 4

0,16368 0,10577 0,10354 0,09042

0,15794 0,15671 0,14456 0,13569

0,17964 0,15193 0,13770 0,12628

0,23470 0,06252 0,05649 0,06926

0,06901 0,07990 0,09393 0,07013

0,12336 0,14255 0,13287 0,12345

0,14456 0,09810 0,10219 0,08906

0,10738 0,12022 0,10756 0,09460

0,18580 0,14335 0,13461 0,12460

0,15495 0,16854 0,16454 0,15683

0,15421 0,13770 0,13184 0,12175

0,10014 0,09609 0,07658 0,08815

0,17823 0,14453 0,13875 0,12970

0,18539 0,15883 0,14635 0,13790

0,09958 0,10036 0,10311 0,08971

0,28316 0,10166 0,06669 0,05772

0,13472 0,15544 0,15115 0,14150

0,15178 0,18035 0,16416 0,15663

0,15639 0,14856 0,13153 0,12089

0,06697 0,08768 0,08254 0,06219

0,16148 0,13944 0,11712 0,10467

0,16694 0,14322 0,12890 0,11914

0,08282 0,09542 0,11822 0,10009

0,11668 0,14668 0,13562 0,12622

0,11377 0,14984 0,15022 0,14023

0,13576 0,16293 0,16804 0,15999

0,13207 0,14110 0,12324 0,11026

0,24783 0,10706 0,05903 0,05125

0,11979 0,14055 0,14373 0,13509

0,11724 0,09462 0,09319 0,07697

0,12626 0,15833 0,16981 0,16221

0,27999 0,08471 0,10199 0,09881

0,16368 0,10577 0,10354 0,09042

0,15794 0,15671 0,14456 0,13569

0,17964 0,15193 0,13770 0,12628

0,23470 0,06252 0,05649 0,06926

0,06901 0,07990 0,09393 0,07013

0,12336 0,14255 0,13287 0,12345

0,14456 0,09810 0,10219 0,08906

0,10738 0,12022 0,10756 0,09460

0,18580 0,14335 0,13461 0,12460

0,15495 0,16854 0,16454 0,15683

0,15421 0,13770 0,13184 0,12175

0,10014 0,09609 0,07658 0,08815

0,17823 0,14453 0,13875 0,12970

0,18539 0,15883 0,14635 0,13790

0,09958 0,10036 0,10311 0,08971

0,28316 0,10166 0,06669 0,05772

0,13472 0,15544 0,15115 0,14150

0,15178 0,18035 0,16416 0,15663

0,15639 0,14856 0,13153 0,12089

0,06697 0,08768 0,08254 0,06219

0,16148 0,13944 0,11712 0,10467

0,16694 0,14322 0,12890 0,11914

0,08282 0,09542 0,11822 0,10009

0,11668 0,14668 0,13562 0,12622

0,11377 0,14984 0,15022 0,14023

0,13576 0,16293 0,16804 0,15999

0,13207 0,14110 0,12324 0,11026

0,24783 0,10706 0,05903 0,05125

0,11979 0,14055 0,14373 0,13509

0,11724 0,09462 0,09319 0,07697

0,12626 0,15833 0,16981 0,16221

0,27999 0,08471 0,10199 0,09881
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 Artificial Neural Network 8.2.6

Table 18: Input matrix for ANN 

  

Run SP (Shear Modulus) fric1 (parcel-parcel) fric2 (parcel-ground)

1 1,E+09 0,2 0,4

2 5,E+09 0,2 0,4

3 1,E+10 0,2 0,4

4 5,E+10 0,2 0,4

5 1,E+09 0,3 0,4

6 5,E+09 0,3 0,4

7 1,E+10 0,3 0,4

8 5,E+10 0,3 0,4

9 1,E+09 0,4 0,4

10 5,E+09 0,4 0,4

11 1,E+10 0,4 0,4

12 5,E+10 0,4 0,4

13 1,E+09 0,5 0,4

14 5,E+09 0,5 0,4

15 1,E+10 0,5 0,4

16 5,E+10 0,5 0,4

17 1,E+09 0,2 0,7

18 5,E+09 0,2 0,7

19 1,E+10 0,2 0,7

20 5,E+10 0,2 0,7

21 1,E+09 0,3 0,7

22 5,E+09 0,3 0,7

23 1,E+10 0,3 0,7

24 5,E+10 0,3 0,7

25 1,E+09 0,4 0,7

26 5,E+09 0,4 0,7

27 1,E+10 0,4 0,7

28 5,E+10 0,4 0,7

29 1,E+09 0,5 0,7

30 5,E+09 0,5 0,7

31 1,E+10 0,5 0,7

32 5,E+10 0,5 0,7

33 1,E+09 0,2 1

34 5,E+09 0,2 1

35 1,E+10 0,2 1

36 5,E+10 0,2 1

37 1,E+09 0,3 1

38 5,E+09 0,3 1

39 1,E+10 0,3 1

40 5,E+10 0,3 1

41 1,E+09 0,4 1

42 5,E+09 0,4 1

43 1,E+10 0,4 1

44 5,E+10 0,4 1

45 1,E+09 0,5 1

46 5,E+09 0,5 1

47 1,E+10 0,5 1

48 5,E+10 0,5 1

49 1,E+09 0,2 1,3

50 5,E+09 0,2 1,3

51 1,E+10 0,2 1,3

52 5,E+10 0,2 1,3

53 1,E+09 0,3 1,3

54 5,E+09 0,3 1,3

55 1,E+10 0,3 1,3

56 5,E+10 0,3 1,3

57 1,E+09 0,4 1,3

58 5,E+09 0,4 1,3

59 1,E+10 0,4 1,3

60 5,E+10 0,4 1,3

61 1,E+09 0,5 1,3

62 5,E+09 0,5 1,3

63 1,E+10 0,5 1,3

64 5,E+10 0,5 1,3
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Table 19: Target matrix for ANN 

 

 

PosX PosY PosZ PosX PosY PosZ Posx PosY PosZ PosX PosY PosZ

1,13699 0,741999 -0,247852 1,36921 0,745024 -0,339542 1,47967 0,709061 -0,339542 1,73106 0,751486 -0,336399

1,14953 0,752494 -0,248434 1,30577 0,730924 -0,339529 1,76802 0,625861 -0,291316 1,84882 0,633575 -0,396735

1,12442 0,750325 -0,24227 1,31316 0,722363 -0,334086 1,662 0,652702 -0,334201 1,91947 0,700388 -0,396734

1,50743 0,705603 -0,27344 1,47802 0,69787 -0,396736 1,87003 0,717832 -0,290966 1,89606 0,710923 -0,396735

1,28489 0,694227 -0,233992 1,38994 0,733427 -0,330458 1,6178 0,677063 -0,333331 1,88248 0,717671 -0,396734

1,20558 0,761028 -0,249141 1,33051 0,750729 -0,339542 1,49346 0,686593 -0,339519 1,76196 0,689944 -0,396734

1,14124 0,668077 -0,248181 1,34747 0,708889 -0,339541 1,51344 0,724345 -0,339514 1,64952 0,703808 -0,339331

1,20433 0,732978 -0,246514 1,34101 0,705814 -0,336586 1,51872 0,686394 -0,339544 1,68257 0,653149 -0,339541

1,11048 0,738922 -0,24739 1,31466 0,723115 -0,339513 1,55913 0,811774 -0,390487 1,89262 0,704169 -0,396734

1,14942 0,745945 -0,248142 1,28785 0,742613 -0,337713 1,43036 0,714118 -0,335763 1,61272 0,702067 -0,263655

1,14607 0,736136 -0,245845 1,3208 0,728474 -0,332169 1,83658 0,721599 -0,291373 1,90314 0,720463 -0,396735

1,35551 0,614421 -0,28178 1,50501 0,669911 -0,396112 1,84168 0,71564 -0,291002 1,85272 0,727506 -0,396735

1,12125 0,745237 -0,248988 1,31624 0,739281 -0,339542 1,51857 0,701037 -0,339536 1,60779 0,779248 -0,33928

1,11887 0,757319 -0,249238 1,30591 0,736796 -0,339344 1,48164 0,70183 -0,339544 1,66164 0,780381 -0,338448

1,20622 0,719512 -0,24577 1,35981 0,731718 -0,332659 1,64884 0,632695 -0,396734 2,50508 0,621275 -0,396734

1,54328 0,757081 -0,255209 1,46824 0,713453 -0,377723 1,92895 0,727978 -0,290939 1,94086 0,734496 -0,396735

1,16668 0,729484 -0,244853 1,29675 0,72273 -0,337744 1,5752 0,648883 -0,344333 1,90208 0,707487 -0,396734

1,15654 0,751787 -0,249105 1,27664 0,703935 -0,339541 1,49612 0,670886 -0,339474 1,68091 0,636794 -0,33935

1,15902 0,762193 -0,246497 1,32437 0,735769 -0,339534 1,4919 0,645283 -0,339542 1,63465 0,712824 -0,339542

1,29003 0,707274 -0,243123 1,37289 0,696506 -0,334974 1,60222 0,88246 -0,330231 1,89513 0,822359 -0,396734

1,15733 0,768404 -0,245798 1,34422 0,73739 -0,339541 1,50249 0,674845 -0,3383 1,8026 0,904808 -0,396734

1,14269 0,759734 -0,248994 1,32853 0,739587 -0,339111 1,48348 0,704565 -0,337232 1,66274 0,565988 -0,284388

1,31206 0,711597 -0,235005 1,37179 0,7594 -0,336285 1,47676 0,953692 -0,331445 1,59452 1,05281 -0,307307

1,1874 0,729328 -0,248663 1,30531 0,675964 -0,33945 1,79979 0,701138 -0,294048 1,93194 0,688896 -0,396735

1,17719 0,678205 -0,243728 1,29199 0,691542 -0,335903 1,66943 0,710015 -0,346259 1,9504 0,753123 -0,396734

1,16265 0,725854 -0,246943 1,286 0,746519 -0,339541 1,54728 0,784439 -0,339525 1,88494 0,662361 -0,299322

1,19947 0,764967 -0,243341 1,33952 0,740463 -0,339539 1,49124 0,688604 -0,338707 1,89264 0,699218 -0,396734

1,50054 0,77083 -0,258352 1,44789 0,71896 -0,377576 1,86757 0,692837 -0,247545 1,93878 0,696932 -0,396735

1,16951 0,693884 -0,249192 1,30137 0,716236 -0,339535 1,5718 0,614582 -0,33786 1,77001 0,714754 -0,337072

1,17333 0,689669 -0,245782 1,35474 0,679912 -0,339446 1,46594 0,659161 -0,339462 1,67994 0,999303 -0,326831

1,161 0,674726 -0,247983 1,28129 0,741194 -0,339036 1,49769 0,522751 -0,338758 1,69273 0,714246 -0,396734

1,54368 0,736968 -0,245318 1,44592 0,76512 -0,396684 1,91171 0,801121 -0,291446 1,96715 0,740995 -0,396735

1,13699 0,741999 -0,247852 1,36921 0,745024 -0,339542 1,47967 0,709061 -0,339542 1,73106 0,751486 -0,336399

1,14953 0,752494 -0,248434 1,30577 0,730924 -0,339529 1,76802 0,625861 -0,291316 1,84882 0,633575 -0,396735

1,12442 0,750325 -0,24227 1,31316 0,722363 -0,334086 1,662 0,652702 -0,334201 1,91947 0,700388 -0,396734

1,50743 0,705603 -0,27344 1,47802 0,69787 -0,396736 1,87003 0,717832 -0,290966 1,89606 0,710923 -0,396735

1,28489 0,694227 -0,233992 1,38994 0,733427 -0,330458 1,6178 0,677063 -0,333331 1,88248 0,717671 -0,396734

1,20558 0,761028 -0,249141 1,33051 0,750729 -0,339542 1,49346 0,686593 -0,339519 1,76196 0,689944 -0,396734

1,14124 0,668077 -0,248181 1,34747 0,708889 -0,339541 1,51344 0,724345 -0,339514 1,64952 0,703808 -0,339331

1,20433 0,732978 -0,246514 1,34101 0,705814 -0,336586 1,51872 0,686394 -0,339544 1,68257 0,653149 -0,339541

1,11048 0,738922 -0,24739 1,31466 0,723115 -0,339513 1,55913 0,811774 -0,390487 1,89262 0,704169 -0,396734

1,14942 0,745945 -0,248142 1,28785 0,742613 -0,337713 1,43036 0,714118 -0,335763 1,61272 0,702067 -0,263655

1,14607 0,736136 -0,245845 1,3208 0,728474 -0,332169 1,83658 0,721599 -0,291373 1,90314 0,720463 -0,396735

1,35551 0,614421 -0,28178 1,50501 0,669911 -0,396112 1,84168 0,71564 -0,291002 1,85272 0,727506 -0,396735

1,12125 0,745237 -0,248988 1,31624 0,739281 -0,339542 1,51857 0,701037 -0,339536 1,60779 0,779248 -0,33928

1,11887 0,757319 -0,249238 1,30591 0,736796 -0,339344 1,48164 0,70183 -0,339544 1,66164 0,780381 -0,338448

1,20622 0,719512 -0,24577 1,35981 0,731718 -0,332659 1,64884 0,632695 -0,396734 2,50508 0,621275 -0,396734

1,54328 0,757081 -0,255209 1,46824 0,713453 -0,377723 1,92895 0,727978 -0,290939 1,94086 0,734496 -0,396735

1,16668 0,729484 -0,244853 1,29675 0,72273 -0,337744 1,5752 0,648883 -0,344333 1,90208 0,707487 -0,396734

1,15654 0,751787 -0,249105 1,27664 0,703935 -0,339541 1,49612 0,670886 -0,339474 1,68091 0,636794 -0,33935

1,15902 0,762193 -0,246497 1,32437 0,735769 -0,339534 1,4919 0,645283 -0,339542 1,63465 0,712824 -0,339542

1,29003 0,707274 -0,243123 1,37289 0,696506 -0,334974 1,60222 0,88246 -0,330231 1,89513 0,822359 -0,396734

1,15733 0,768404 -0,245798 1,34422 0,73739 -0,339541 1,50249 0,674845 -0,3383 1,8026 0,904808 -0,396734

1,14269 0,759734 -0,248994 1,32853 0,739587 -0,339111 1,48348 0,704565 -0,337232 1,66274 0,565988 -0,284388

1,31206 0,711597 -0,235005 1,37179 0,7594 -0,336285 1,47676 0,953692 -0,331445 1,59452 1,05281 -0,307307

1,1874 0,729328 -0,248663 1,30531 0,675964 -0,33945 1,79979 0,701138 -0,294048 1,93194 0,688896 -0,396735

1,17719 0,678205 -0,243728 1,29199 0,691542 -0,335903 1,66943 0,710015 -0,346259 1,9504 0,753123 -0,396734

1,16265 0,725854 -0,246943 1,286 0,746519 -0,339541 1,54728 0,784439 -0,339525 1,88494 0,662361 -0,299322

1,19947 0,764967 -0,243341 1,33952 0,740463 -0,339539 1,49124 0,688604 -0,338707 1,89264 0,699218 -0,396734

1,50054 0,77083 -0,258352 1,44789 0,71896 -0,377576 1,86757 0,692837 -0,247545 1,93878 0,696932 -0,396735

1,16951 0,693884 -0,249192 1,30137 0,716236 -0,339535 1,5718 0,614582 -0,33786 1,77001 0,714754 -0,337072

1,17333 0,689669 -0,245782 1,35474 0,679912 -0,339446 1,46594 0,659161 -0,339462 1,67994 0,999303 -0,326831

1,161 0,674726 -0,247983 1,28129 0,741194 -0,339036 1,49769 0,522751 -0,338758 1,69273 0,714246 -0,396734

1,54368 0,736968 -0,245318 1,44592 0,76512 -0,396684 1,91171 0,801121 -0,291446 1,96715 0,740995 -0,396735

clump 1 clump 2 clump 3 clump 4
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Table 20: Output matrix from ANN 

 

PosX PosY PosZ PosX PosY PosZ Posx PosY PosZ PosX PosY PosZ

1,16223 0,75953 -0,24629 1,31477 0,72785 -0,33361 1,57124 0,67762 -0,32825 1,82748 0,63584 -0,37120

1,16166 0,75067 -0,24821 1,32375 0,73011 -0,33449 1,55075 0,69192 -0,33290 1,80026 0,67286 -0,37095

1,16469 0,74154 -0,24992 1,33308 0,73112 -0,33495 1,53549 0,70720 -0,33681 1,78186 0,70850 -0,37083

1,34611 0,69597 -0,26375 1,43132 0,66469 -0,31899 1,81987 0,75384 -0,33275 1,89702 0,71662 -0,40434

1,15337 0,74015 -0,25017 1,33145 0,73519 -0,33574 1,52543 0,70792 -0,33950 1,75741 0,71914 -0,36930

1,15316 0,73843 -0,25062 1,33348 0,73545 -0,33600 1,52048 0,70959 -0,34035 1,75353 0,72577 -0,37005

1,15320 0,73648 -0,25079 1,33486 0,73511 -0,33604 1,51947 0,71012 -0,34079 1,75531 0,73063 -0,37134

1,28858 0,67665 -0,25244 1,41089 0,67909 -0,32723 1,78128 0,72999 -0,32753 1,94794 0,75514 -0,40374

1,15233 0,73610 -0,25097 1,33622 0,73685 -0,33664 1,51650 0,71321 -0,34198 1,73773 0,73558 -0,36847

1,15324 0,73619 -0,25089 1,33668 0,73625 -0,33675 1,51523 0,71127 -0,34160 1,74087 0,73440 -0,37006

1,15371 0,73526 -0,25048 1,33717 0,73496 -0,33689 1,51713 0,70703 -0,34101 1,74554 0,73259 -0,37275

1,23909 0,68894 -0,24260 1,38183 0,69345 -0,33571 1,71494 0,67193 -0,32408 1,96415 0,72880 -0,41613

1,18460 0,74161 -0,24851 1,34976 0,73733 -0,34155 1,50811 0,71064 -0,33928 1,73062 0,73302 -0,36985

1,19397 0,74329 -0,24747 1,35266 0,73594 -0,34260 1,50463 0,70658 -0,33752 1,73551 0,72948 -0,37319

1,20578 0,74377 -0,24566 1,35784 0,73321 -0,34445 1,50331 0,69707 -0,33515 1,73503 0,72417 -0,37884

1,30295 0,72956 -0,22790 1,38891 0,70444 -0,35406 1,64232 0,61332 -0,31115 1,98858 0,67083 -0,43544

1,17962 0,78224 -0,24280 1,29697 0,71236 -0,33429 1,60389 0,64077 -0,31228 1,82885 0,52627 -0,37040

1,19421 0,76933 -0,24545 1,31159 0,71036 -0,33410 1,58146 0,66510 -0,31564 1,83883 0,57643 -0,37470

1,21624 0,74519 -0,24890 1,33147 0,70689 -0,33225 1,57077 0,70844 -0,32105 1,88684 0,65969 -0,37956

1,30532 0,70260 -0,26090 1,39965 0,68370 -0,33374 1,86300 0,75483 -0,31341 1,85160 0,68298 -0,38137

1,14279 0,74933 -0,24917 1,32145 0,73290 -0,33712 1,57209 0,68152 -0,33579 1,73914 0,65451 -0,35982

1,14640 0,74262 -0,25006 1,32335 0,73187 -0,33586 1,56024 0,69211 -0,33672 1,78886 0,68283 -0,36825

1,14853 0,73184 -0,25007 1,31833 0,72899 -0,33193 1,58330 0,70449 -0,33641 1,92023 0,71057 -0,37953

1,28273 0,68401 -0,24871 1,40182 0,69860 -0,33961 1,93447 0,73972 -0,30728 1,92149 0,70054 -0,36507

1,12802 0,72933 -0,25358 1,34211 0,74383 -0,34061 1,56085 0,70339 -0,34963 1,67398 0,72318 -0,35090

1,13376 0,73002 -0,25196 1,33204 0,73980 -0,33725 1,57404 0,70155 -0,34506 1,79646 0,72045 -0,36449

1,13302 0,72655 -0,24906 1,31109 0,73470 -0,33081 1,62921 0,69839 -0,33920 2,02341 0,71503 -0,38272

1,34745 0,69107 -0,23770 1,42621 0,69991 -0,34913 1,88333 0,72325 -0,30165 1,97929 0,71484 -0,37808

1,19612 0,73829 -0,24918 1,37714 0,74941 -0,35326 1,56630 0,69730 -0,34719 1,67405 0,71935 -0,34868

1,21244 0,74216 -0,24535 1,36239 0,74339 -0,34904 1,59518 0,69189 -0,33873 1,86564 0,70682 -0,36811

1,22382 0,74195 -0,23989 1,33641 0,73616 -0,34166 1,66482 0,68564 -0,32862 2,16729 0,69330 -0,39326

1,39655 0,71733 -0,22749 1,43417 0,70167 -0,35936 1,76844 0,67696 -0,29841 2,00927 0,69593 -0,40641

1,18713 0,74728 -0,25640 1,33415 0,69372 -0,35317 1,44566 0,67723 -0,32044 1,36307 0,60199 -0,35382

1,20610 0,74312 -0,25757 1,33349 0,68376 -0,34888 1,47644 0,67514 -0,31481 1,56431 0,59550 -0,37451

1,22048 0,73270 -0,25612 1,31735 0,67308 -0,33990 1,53375 0,68414 -0,30740 1,87948 0,60999 -0,40306

1,25465 0,70927 -0,26381 1,34101 0,69327 -0,34195 1,76392 0,77909 -0,30055 1,92504 0,69964 -0,38733

1,09454 0,74494 -0,25580 1,30664 0,72060 -0,35272 1,51362 0,64091 -0,33482 1,42556 0,59224 -0,34747

1,10407 0,73271 -0,25877 1,30973 0,71364 -0,34922 1,53703 0,64533 -0,33376 1,61949 0,61143 -0,36845

1,13120 0,71057 -0,25998 1,31104 0,70279 -0,34153 1,56538 0,67869 -0,33114 1,88650 0,67470 -0,39485

1,25635 0,69987 -0,25396 1,35647 0,70367 -0,35385 1,78449 0,76000 -0,29236 1,86086 0,70689 -0,37485

1,06848 0,71353 -0,25665 1,32232 0,74518 -0,35058 1,59686 0,67509 -0,35543 1,56327 0,69803 -0,33816

1,06454 0,70976 -0,25874 1,31817 0,74144 -0,34914 1,62405 0,65795 -0,35356 1,74547 0,68569 -0,35897

1,08208 0,70545 -0,25801 1,31142 0,73355 -0,34516 1,64478 0,65872 -0,34752 1,95975 0,69255 -0,38337

1,38643 0,71715 -0,23866 1,41603 0,70554 -0,37164 1,78645 0,73866 -0,27920 1,84740 0,69265 -0,37736

1,17743 0,71517 -0,24576 1,36492 0,75706 -0,35850 1,69193 0,69468 -0,35254 1,80746 0,73531 -0,34033

1,17140 0,71948 -0,24733 1,35927 0,75367 -0,35840 1,72625 0,66244 -0,34896 1,96523 0,69083 -0,35769

1,17894 0,72425 -0,24674 1,35144 0,74820 -0,35678 1,74231 0,64515 -0,34286 2,11462 0,66489 -0,37630

1,43242 0,71931 -0,23136 1,44390 0,70566 -0,37274 1,82096 0,72242 -0,28007 1,89262 0,68757 -0,37875

1,19315 0,68796 -0,24815 1,29582 0,68413 -0,33356 1,64373 0,77742 -0,32085 1,75012 0,74278 -0,35085

1,17804 0,69476 -0,25306 1,29920 0,68220 -0,33605 1,67927 0,73113 -0,31976 1,85377 0,67474 -0,36259

1,16575 0,70598 -0,25864 1,30771 0,68149 -0,34081 1,70012 0,68102 -0,31798 1,90978 0,59844 -0,37216

1,23604 0,71254 -0,26012 1,31846 0,70147 -0,34303 1,81826 0,77656 -0,29294 2,04713 0,67549 -0,37872

1,15187 0,69234 -0,24572 1,26884 0,69180 -0,33242 1,66855 0,75140 -0,32157 1,83266 0,72137 -0,35864

1,15394 0,69287 -0,25235 1,28861 0,68859 -0,33624 1,68111 0,72335 -0,32315 1,88069 0,68304 -0,36619

1,15395 0,69543 -0,26042 1,31492 0,68778 -0,34273 1,66972 0,69154 -0,32637 1,87508 0,64533 -0,37269

1,27933 0,71191 -0,25162 1,34271 0,71228 -0,35749 1,80947 0,77648 -0,28498 2,02923 0,69840 -0,37248

1,13614 0,70813 -0,23927 1,25885 0,71301 -0,34297 1,62839 0,71707 -0,32399 1,83817 0,72155 -0,37028

1,15527 0,70218 -0,24720 1,29629 0,71147 -0,34974 1,60807 0,70753 -0,32927 1,82625 0,72277 -0,37521

1,18638 0,69391 -0,25717 1,34816 0,70956 -0,35884 1,56846 0,70366 -0,33629 1,77654 0,73612 -0,37908

1,38445 0,72988 -0,24163 1,38614 0,71504 -0,37491 1,78033 0,76578 -0,27353 2,00197 0,68929 -0,37565

1,19502 0,70360 -0,23424 1,29970 0,73342 -0,35800 1,55693 0,74260 -0,33180 1,81324 0,82518 -0,37735

1,18950 0,70544 -0,24178 1,32382 0,73443 -0,36477 1,53288 0,71369 -0,33664 1,77455 0,79708 -0,38179

1,19264 0,70892 -0,25090 1,35665 0,73331 -0,37291 1,50458 0,68086 -0,34103 1,72093 0,75847 -0,38584

1,39341 0,72871 -0,24101 1,40466 0,71502 -0,38043 1,75992 0,75186 -0,27532 1,89647 0,68713 -0,37305

clump 1 clump 2 clump 3 clump 4


